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Convinced to Support First Step Bill: Trump Now Calls for Second Step

S

peaking at a Jail Reform Summit
on April 1, Pres. Donald Trump
called for a continuation of
prison reform passed last by congress
last year.
“Today, I’m announcing the
Second Step Act will be focused on
successful reentry and reduced unemployment for Americans with past
criminal records,” said the president.
Among other things, Trump announced his goal to decrease the
unemployment rate for formerly
incarcerated people to single digit
through several measures including
encouraging employers to adopt
second chance hiring practices.
Trump seems committed to
promoting passage of prison reform,
and the passage of the First Step Act
last year, as major accomplishments
of his administration. However,
Democrats had rallied around similar legislation, the Sentencing Reform
and Corrections Act, dating back to

2015 and the Obama administration.
With Pres. Obama’s support, as well
as that of Sen. Charles E. Grassley
(R-Iowa) and Speaker Paul D. Ryan
(R-WI), the more expansive bill had

appeared destined for passage before
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) stepped in and refused to
give the bill a vote in the run-up to the
2016 election.

Alice Marie Johnson, who had her sentence commuted after serving 21 years in
prison for cocaine trafficking, thanks the press during a celebration of the First
Step Act in the East Room of the White House on April 1. (Chip Somodevilla/
Getty Images)

McConnell seemed intent on
denying proponents another shot this
year, but they secured a powerful ally
early on in Trump’s son-in-law, Jared
Kushner.
For Democrats and Republicans
who favored greater changes, Mr.
Trump’s endorsement came at a cost:
They had to scale back their proposed
sentencing changes. The 2015 bill
made all sentencing reductions retroactive to include those currently in
prison, but the bill passed limits most
of those changes to future offenders.
But by winning the support of
Trump, with his deep loyalty among
Republican voters, the groups appear right to believe passage of the
First Step Act, would set the stage for
additional changes and elevate the
criminal justice debate before the
2020 primaries.
What’s in the First Step Act Bill
Amazingly, the First Step Act Bill was
a rare measure that had bi-partisan

support. Every Democrat and all but
12 Republicans voted in favor of the
legislation.
“I can’t remember any bill that has
this kind of support, left and right,
liberal and conservative, Democrat
and Republican,” said Sen. Richard
Durbin, (D-Ill).
Even as both sides acknowledged
concessions, Tuesday’s vote was an
important first step for the unlikely
coalition of liberals and conservatives
— including the American Civil Liberties Union, the American Conservative
Union, Koch brothers and the liberal
Center for American Progress — who
locked arms in recent years and
pushed lawmakers to reconsider the
way the federal government administers justice three decades after the
war on crime peaked. In one of this
Congress’s final acts, every Democrat
and all but 12 Republicans voted in

See SECOND STEP page 8
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Suspect Arrested in Fires at Black Churches in Louisiana

P

olice arrested the 21-year-old
son of a sheriff’s deputy in
connection to fires at three
historically black churches in one
Louisiana Parish in just 10 days. CBS
News reported the suspect’s father,
Deputy Roy Matthews, turned him in
to authorities.
Investigators arrested suspect
Holden Matthews Wednesday evening.
Matthews’ social media shows he had
an interest in black metal music and
is the lead singer for a band called
Vodka Vultures.
Records show Matthews lives
in Saint Landry Parish, where the
churches burned just a few miles
apart. Police have not yet revealed a
motive.
The churches were empty at the
time of each fire and no one was hurt.
State Fire Marshal's spokeswoman
Ashley Rodrigue says all three churches have African-American congregations. She said all possibilities on the
cause and potential motives are being

investigated.
During a news conference last
week, Fire Marshal H. “Butch” Browning announced that the ATF and the
FBI also were involved in the investigation, Browning said. He said that more
than 40 people from the marshal's
office are working on the investigation, which he described as "extremely
active right now."
The first fire occurred March 26

at the St. Mary Baptist Church in Port
Barre, and the second happened Tuesday when the Greater Union Baptist
Church in Opelousas caught fire.
Then Thursday morning the Mount
Pleasant Baptist Church in Opelousas
caught fire.
The churches were vacant at the
time of the fires, and no one was
injured.
Pastors from 10 area churches

Inside one of the three burned out church in Saint Landry Parish, LA.

gathered Thursday to discuss the fires
and show support for the affected
churches, The Advocate newspaper
reported.
The pastors said each of the
churches was well over 100 years old.
The Rev. Harry Richard of Greater
Union Baptist Church told the newspaper that he doesn't want people to
panic.
"I don't know who's doing it or why
they're doing it, but I don't want to be
the one to inject race into it," he said.
Last month, a member of a Black
church in Mississippi pleaded guilty
to burning a church, which was also
spray painted with the slogan "Vote
Trump," a week before the 2016
presidential election.
Andrew McClinton, 47, pleaded
guilty to arson. Investigators said
McClinton, who is African-American,
belonged to Hopewell Missionary
Baptist Church in Greenville, which
was vandalized and burned.
Mississippi Insurance Commission-

er Mike Chaney, who is also the state
fire marshal, told The Associated Press
that investigators believe the graffiti
was intended as a distraction from
some other sort of wrongdoing.
The United States has a long and
complicated history of church arson,
which was common during the Civil
Rights movement. In the 1960s, White
supremacists attacked black churches
for both symbolic and practical
reasons. They often served as strategic
command posts for the civil rights
movement, said Christopher Strain,
a professor of American studies at
Florida Atlantic University and the author of “Burning Faith: Church Arson
in the American South.”
A 1996 House Judiciary Committee
report found an out-sized percentage of church arsons were at Black
churches in the South.
But Strain said not every instance of
church arson is hate-based or racially
motivated.
Via Associated Press
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f you haven’t been following us on Facebook, checking in regularly
on our website (www.communityvoiceks.com) or signed up
to receive our weekly e-blast, you’re missing a lot between
each bi-weekly issue of “The Community Voice.” Here’s just
some of what you missed during the last two weeks.
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Westar Announces $1
million Community Fund
for Northeast Wichita

After Wichita’s African-American
community called out Westar for
installing 105-ft poles in people’s
yards, the utility is trying to make
nice with a scholarship and nonprofit program.

2

But, the Westar fund does
little for those actually impacted,
say leaders like KS state Rep. Gail
Finney. Lowered property values
and the prospect of shady nonprofits getting funds are concerns.

DISTRIBUTION

The contents of each issue of
THE COMMUNITY VOICE are copyrighted.
Articles appearing in THE COMMUNITY
VOICE may not be reproduced without written permission of the publisher. All rights
reserved. THE COMMUNITY VOICE is not
responsible for unsolicited manuscripts
or photographs. Please enclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to guarantee
return.
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5

Man Cuffed for ‘Moving
While Black’ Into His
Own Home in KS

We asked KC’s mayoral
candidates what they were
going to do about violent crime
and affordable housing, and
then spotlighted the KC Tenants
movement against slumlords.

Rudy Love & Jazz in
McAdams Were Part of
Wichita Jazz Fest

It happened in Tonganoxie, just west
of KC, last Aug. when 61-year-old
military veteran Karle Robinson was
unloading a UHaul. The local police
refused to accept a complaint on the
matter & now the ACLU is involved.
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People love Rudy Love.
Wichitans were excited to see that
Rudy would perform and screen
his documentary as part of the
Jazz Festival.
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AFTER WOUNDING
NIPSEY HUSSLE,
KILLER SHOT AGAIN
WHEN RAPPER
TALKED BACK
More details are emerging about beloved rap star,
Nipsey Hussle who was
killed outside his clothing
store in Los Angeles.
According to TMZ, Eric
Holder, 29, became enraged

when Nipsey talked back to him after he
already fired off two shots that wounded
the L.A. native.
The surveillance video shows Nipsey
raise his head after the first two shots.
Holder approaches him and fires again,
backs off, then fires again. He then kicks
Hussle before running into an alley.
The gunman was arrested two days
after the incident and has been charged
with 1 count of murder, 2 counts of attempted murder and 1 count of possession of a firearm by a felon. He pleaded
not guilty and his bond has been set at
$5 million.
Famed attorney Chris Darden, who
gained national attention during the
infamous O. J. Simpson trial, is representing him.
Holder returns to court May 10. He
has been placed in solitary out of fear

Holder

Hussle

he’ll be killed by other inmates.

SMOLLETT SAGA
CONTINUES WITH
TIT FOR TAT
In the two months since Jussie Smollett
reported a late-night attack by assailants
shouting racial and anti-gay slurs, the
“Empire” actor and activist went from
victim to defendant to free man.
Initially, police and many in the Black
community rallied to his defense before
authorities condemned his account as
a hoax and charge him with 16 felony
counts.
By March 26, prosecutors had
dropped all 16 felony counts and expunged his record. In return, authorities
said, he agreed to forfeit the $10,000 he
put up to get out of jail, and to complete
community service.
The decision to drop charges has
sparked a backlash. On March 28,
Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s law
chief sent Smollett a letter demanding he
repay the city $130,106.15 for overtime
worked by detectives and officers.
That letter prompted the actor’s
attorney to issue a blistering statement
accusing Chicago officials and police of
trying to “smear” Smollett even after the

case was closed.
“We are disappointed the local authorities have continued their campaign
against Jussie Smollett after the charges
against him have been dropped,” said
attorney Patricia Brown Holmes.
The letter set April 4 as the deadline
to pay the $130K. Smollett has refused
to pay.
Unfortunately, Smollett’s bizarre saga
has shaken the public trust, exposed
the country’s deep racial wounds and
damaged his acting career and his advocacy for African-Americans and LGBT
issues. Left behind are hurt and blame
and many questions that will likely go
unanswered.
Tuesday’s developments left some
observers wondering if, in the end,
Smollett’s celebrity trumped his race.
“Only Black celebrities, and only
occasionally, are treated with the same
kind of privilege that White people who
are anonymous can take for granted,”
Dyson said. “Due process would be to
let the facts come out. We had a public
hearing with little evidence.”
Without a resolution by jury, the
case returns to the court of public
opinion. 
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ENTERTAINMENT

On Major League Baseball Opening
Day, March 28th, Budweiser raised a
Bud to celebrate the legendary Jackie
Robinson, the first African-American
to play major league baseball. Born in
1919, the 2019 MLB season will mark
the Centennial of the man that drove
positive change far beyond his sport
and profoundly changed the cultural
landscape of our country. Robinson
once said: "A life is not important
except in the impact it has on other
lives."
Inspired by this quote, Budweiser
has embarked on a national campaign
that will honor the
athlete and activist throughout
the 2019 MLB
season.
In collaboration
with director

Spike Lee, Budweiser has created "Impact," a 3-minute short film narrated by
Robinson's daughter Sharon Robinson.
The film spotlights how Jackie broke
baseball's color barrier.
In addition to “Impact” airing on
Opening Day, Budweiser will initiate
a full marketing campaign, including
TV, cinema, print, digital, social and
in-stadium media, celebrating Jackie’s
legacy nationwide.
Budweiser has created limited edition Jackie Robinson “42” aluminum
bottles for the MLB season. Marked
with Jackie’s signature, 42 cents from
every bottle sold will be donated to the
Jackie Robinson Foundation.
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Kansas State
Medicaid Expansion Might Still Pass Kansas Legislature This Session
•ThepoliticalaspirationsofRepublican
leadersintheKansasSenatehavecomplicatedthedebateoverwhetherthestate
By Jim McLean
Kansas News Service

T

he stakes run high for 130,000some low-income Kansans who
stand to gain from expanding
Medicaid coverage — and for the
political players who will decide the
contentious issue.
Democratic Gov. Laura Kelly made
expansion a centerpiece of the election
that put her in office. Two Republican
leaders — Senate President Susan
Wagle and Senate Majority Leader Jim
Denning — could see their elevation
to higher office also turn on the issue.
Signing an expansion bill into law
after six years of contentious debate
would be a big win for the Democratic governor. Getting there will test
her skills at matching wits with the
Republican-controlled Legislature.
“That’s a four-year victory,” said
Washburn University political scientist

shouldexpandMedicaidcoverage,but
Kansas’Democraticleadershipmayhave
thelastwinningmove.

Bob Beatty. “You can run for reelection on that.”
So it’s not surprising, he said, that
Republican leaders work overtime to
prevent that or at least delay it by a
year.
“Republicans are clearly a little bit
afraid of handing such a huge victory to
her right off the bat,” Beatty said.
That’s particularly true for Wagle.
She stands among several Republicans
eyeing the U.S. Senate held by Pat Roberts, who has announced he won’t seek
reelection in 2020. Denning hopes
to succeed her as Senate
president.
Wagle has emerged as
Kelly’s main antagonist,
fighting her on issues ranging from taxes to Medicaid
expansion and quickly
jumping on her administration’s missteps, including

its insufficient vetting of an appeals
court nominee.
The governor’s bill would extend
Medicaid coverage to Kansans making
about one-third more than the federal
poverty level — $17,236 for an individual or $35,535 for a family of four.
Expansion would cover many
Kansans who currently make too much
to qualify for Medicaid but too little to
be eligible for federal subsidies that
largely cover the cost of private health
insurance in the Affordable Care Act, or
Obamacare, marketplace.

Gov. Kelly

Sen. Wagle

Before they adjourned for a threeYou may remember that last year,
week spring break, the Kansas House
the Kansas Legislature voted to approve
passed House Bill (HB) 2066, a bill to
Medicaid expansion but the measure
expand Medicaid under the provisions
was overturned with a veto by then Gov.
of the federal Affordable Care Act, on
Sam Brownback. If the measure passes
a vote 69-54. The bill was amended
this year, Kelly will certainly sign it. 
to require expansion
enrollees to pay a $25
individual monthly fee
(up to $100 per month
he Kansas Legislature is on break for
for households) and
three weeks. During that time, they will
provides for suspension
be home, and it is an ideal opportunity
of enrollees’ coverage
for
constituents
to get in touch with them. Many
following three consecuare
holding
listening
sessions, and they will
tive calendar months of
continue
to
check
their
e-mail. Visit our webnonpayment of the fee.
site
to
send
a
brief
e-mail
directly to members
The amended bill also
of
the
Senate
Leadership
Team
expressing your
includes a provision that
support
or
opposition
to
Medicaid
Expanprohibits coverage or
sion.
Besides
the
budget,
it’s
the
one
issue still
reimbursement for any
pending.
Go
to
www.communityvoiceks.com/
abortion services.
site/forms.
Before they left for
break, the Kansas Senate
managed to get around their LeaderJim McLean is the senior corship's opposition to bring a Medicaid
respondent for the Kansas News
Expansion measure to the floor.
Service, a collaboration of KCUR,
They’re scheduled to take up the meaKansas Public Radio, KMUW and
sure when they return to Topeka May 1.
High Plains Public Radio

So What Now?

T

Kansas Bill Suggests Abortion Pill May Be Reversible, Scientists Dispute It

T

WHAT IS 'ABORTION REVERSAL'?

ethics rules.
“We really don't have any good quality
medical evidence demonstrating that
the treatment is safe or effective,” he
says. “Quite honestly, I think we need
the data.”
George Delgado, the California physician who spearheaded the approach,
calls the criticism of it and of his

research “totally off base.”
A newly announced study at the
University of California Davis aims to test
whether abortion reversal works using
the scientific standards that Delgado’s
critics say he skipped. Results could be
available as soon as next year.
Delgado says he will conduct a followup randomized trial, too. 

Other Kansas Legislative Action
n the final flurry of action this last week, the Legislature
did manage to pass a public school finance bill. The bill
was a measure pushed by Kelly in hopes of satisfying a
court mandate for more school funding. The bill ties Kelly's
proposal to increase spending on public schools by roughly
$90 million to several education policy changes favored by
GOP lawmakers.
Four school districts sued the state over education funding
in 2010. The Kansas Supreme Court said in an order last
year that a 2018 law promising additional funding increases
wasn't sufficient because it hadn't accounted for inflation.
Gov. Kelly has signed it, and it will be presented by the Attorney General to the Kansas Supreme Court on April 15.

I

In additional health care news, HB2209 was passed to
allow the Farm Bureau to offer health care plans outside of
the jurisdiction of the Kansas Insurance Commissioner –
possibly in violation of federal law -- that would allow them
to not cover pre-existing conditions, including pregnancy, and
to selectively choose or drop coverage. This bill was bundled
with several other insurance related measures, and the
governor has not signed it.
SB130, introduced by Sen. Oletha Faust-Goudeau (DWichita) passed this session. The bill requires election clerks
to contact individuals who have returned an advanced ballot
without signing the outside of the envelope, allowing them to
add their signature and assuring their vote is counted. 

THE COMMUNITY VOICE

In the most common type of medication abortion (not normally recommended after the first 10 weeks of
pregnancy), a patient takes mifepristone to block her naturally occurring
progesterone — the hormone critical
to maintaining a pregnancy. Within a
day or two, she takes a second drug to
make her uterus contract.
Doctors attempting abortion reversal
give doses of progesterone to counteract the mifepristone. The patient
then refrains from taking the second
abortion drug.
Medical researchers already know
that if a woman just takes mifepristone without that second drug, there’s
a chance that the pregnancy will
continue. (Just how much of a chance
varies by study.)
So the question is whether admin-

istering progesterone increases those
odds for a woman who regrets initiating
a medication abortion.
Daniel Grossman, a professor of
obstetrics at the University of California
San Francisco affiliated with the OB/GYN
group, says doctors should consider
reversal treatment experimental and only
use it in clinical research governed by

|

he Kansas Legislature has passed
a bill, and forwarded on to Gov.
Laura Kelly, mandating notice that
the abortion pill may be reversible. The
amended bill includes a compromise
sought by Democrats under which
physicians who attempt a reversal would
report the outcome to state health
officials.
Kansas lawmakers want physicians
to face criminal penalties if they don’t
repeatedly tell women seeking druginduced abortions that they may be
able to interrupt the process partway
through.
That comes despite a lack of rigorous
research of what’s being called “abortion reversal” and amid concerns from
the American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists that the research supporting the treatment is unethical.
The Kansas House passed legislation

to require abortion providers to post
a notice in their offices, saying that the
effects of RU-486 may be reversible.
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By Celia Llopis-Jepsen
Kansas News Service
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Business & Technology

Heartland Wichita Chamber Holding Black-and-White Ball and Recognition

T

Small Business Administration 8(a)
contractor, a recognition he propelled
to receive numerous Federal contracts

including work on the Veteran Center
Administration Building in Wichita.
The firm completed new-build work
on several high-profile Wichita projects
including the Maya
Angelou Library,
Save-A-Lot Grocery
Store, Saint Mark
UMC Family Life
Center and Greater
St. Mary’s MBC Family Life Center. Their

renovation work included numerous
remodels and additions for Wichita
Public Schools, Wichita State University, and Lawrence Dumont Stadium.
George T. Johnson, a Vietnam War
veteran, was a decorated Army Aviator who returned home to Wichita to
a professional business and entrepreneurial career. He successfully
established Diversified Educational
Training and Manufacturing Company (DETMAC), building it into a
nationally known and successful job
training business. DETMAC trained thousands of
underrepresented students
to skilled permanent position in Wichita’s aviation
Industry. For this work,
he received numerous
national recognitions
including recognitions
national Welfare to Work
Hall of Fame Inductees are: (Top: L-R) George Johnson, Diversified Educational Training And
Small Business Owner of
Manufacturing Company; Lorenza Breckenridge Sr, Breckco Construction; and (2nd Row)
the Year and recognition
(L-R) Donna Wright, former Regional Vice President, MidAmerica Minority Supplier Developfrom the State
ment Council. Dr. Marche Fleming-Randle, VP for Diversity and Community Engagement,

Wichita State University, will receive the Big Apple Award and Junetta Everett, Delta Dental,
will receive the Shining Star Award.
See HEARTLAND page 8

Survey: Women-led Companies Have More Engaged Employees

M
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do at women-owned businesses.

from 1-10 the question, “I’m inspired
by the purpose and mission of our
organization,” women-led companies
scored 0.8 points higher in response.
In short, women-led companies
were better places to work – and they
had employees that were better for

The Kansas City Kansas Community
College Foundation has announced Leon
Brady as a 2019
inductee into
the Mid-America
Education Hall
of Fame. A
native of New
Orleans, La., Brady moved to the metro
in the late 1950s, becoming a band and
orchestra director in Kansas City, Mo. In
1966, he took on the position of music
instructor at Sumner High School in
KCK. During his time there, his students
had the opportunity to perform with
musicians such as Dizzy Gillespie, Max
Roach and Grover Washington, among
others and perform all over the world in
places such as the Sugar Bowl and Paris,
France where they participated in the
International Jazz Festival. He currently
owns and operates Brady & Sons Music
Co. and still provides instruction to
students.
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the company.
Of course, there are variables that
should be accounted for. Women
and men choose the industries they
work in – a Gallup poll that finds that
aybe working for women
ees at women-led companies were
men tend to take manufacturing or
leaders is just better.
more engaged.
production jobs in higher numbers,
Peakon, a real-time HR
When asked to answer on a scale
which typically have lower levels
insights platform, did a survey of
of engagement. Women, on the
57,483 workers conducted over
other hand, tend to take more
four years to study how femaleprofessional jobs, which have
led companies (greater than 50%
higher levels of engagement.
female representation in manage“While the data has shown
ment) compared with male-led
substantial
differences in
companies.
employee
responses
at femaleOverall, it was found that in
led
organizations,
we
must be
comparison to male-led comcareful
not
to
draw
cursory
panies, the employees (of both
conclusions,” said Ieva Zeromsgenders) at women-led companies
kaite, a data scientist at Peakon,
were more aligned and in belief
in a blog post. “We shouldn’t
with the company’s mission and
assume a one-way causal relastrategy, were evangelists for the
tionship, but the initial findings
company’s products and services,
do raise some very interesting
and had autonomy as employees
questions about the potential
with policies like work-frombenefits of diverse leadership.”
A
recently
released
survey
says
employees
are
more
often
“inspired”
by
the
work
they
home. Most significantly employ-

•Inshort,women-ledcompanieswerebetterplacesto
work–andtheyhademployeesthatwerebetterforthe
company.Isworkingforwomenleadersbetter?

William (Bill) Johnson has been
hired as the new general manager for
the Kansas City
Board of Public
Utilities. Johnson
has worked at
BPU for more
than 39 years and
most recently
served as Manager of Electric
Operations & Technology.
He began his career at KCBPU in an entry-level position and worked his way up
through the ranks into an executive level
position. His previous position included
directing KCBPU Electric Operation &
Technology division activities; including
but not limited to, Electric Transmission
and Distribution, Electric Engineering,
Information Technology, Telecommunications, and Fleet Maintenance.
Mr. Johnson earned an MBA from
Ottawa University in 2007. Bill lives in
Kansas City, KS. He is married to Kim
Johnson and they have two daughters.

WICHITA

he Heartland Wichita Black
Chamber of Commerce is
gearing up for their annual
Black-and-White Ball to include
their business hall of fame
recognition, scholarship awards
and two additional special
recognitions. The ball, which
includes dinner, will be held
on Sat., April 27, at the Wichita
Marriot. For tickets, contact
Gregory Cole at 316-644-9276
or email heartlandbccwichita@
gmail.com
This year’s class of Black
Business Hall of Fame inductees
includes:
Lorenza Breckenridge Sr.,
George T. Johnson, and
Donna Wright.
After 25 years as a beloved
educator in the Wichita Public
Schools, Lorenza Breckenridge
Sr. retired to another career as
owner and operator of Breckco
Construction Company. In the
1970s, he was approved as a

On the
Move
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SECOND STEP
from page 4
favor of the legislation — an outcome
that looked highly unlikely this month
amid skepticism from Republican
leaders.
Broadly speaking, the First Step Act
makes heavy investments in a package of incentives and new programs
intended to improve prison conditions
and better prepare low-risk prisoners
for re-entry into their communities.
By participating in the programs,
eligible prisoners can earn time credits
to reduce their sentence or enter
“prerelease custody,” such as home
confinement. The legislation also prohibits the shackling of pregnant inmates
and the use of solitary confinement for
juveniles in almost all cases. Under the
bill, the Bureau of Prisons is required
to place prisoners in facilities close to
their homes, if possible.
In all, it includes four changes to
federal sentencing laws. One shortens mandatory minimum sentences
for some nonviolent drug offenses,
including lowering the mandatory
“three strikes” penalty from life in
prison to 25 years. Another provides

judges greater liberty to use so-called
safety valves to go around mandatory
minimums in some cases. The bill also
clarifies the “stacking mechanism”
making it a federal crime to possess
a firearm while committing another
crime, like a drug offense, should apply
only to individuals who have previously
been convicted.
Finally, the bill allows offenders
sentenced before a 2010 reduction
in the sentencing disparity between
crack and powder cocaine to petition
for their cases to be re-evaluated. The
provision could alter the sentences
of several thousand drug offenders
serving lengthy sentences for crack-cocaine offenses. That would help many
African-American offenders who were
disproportionately punished for crack
dealing while White drug dealers got off
easier for selling powder cocaine.
The First Step Act only applies to
individuals charged and imprisoned
under the Federal Judicial system. While
federal reforms get the most attention,
only 10% of prisoners are in the federal
system, are incarcerated in state prisons
where reform advocates hope to see
similar changes implemented
DELAY IN IMPLEMENTATION

Before Congress heads on to the
“Second Step” they need to insure the
proper implementation of the First Act
Bill. There’s a particular focus now on
the panel which will develop a tool to
evaluate the risk that individual inmates
pose of ending up back in prison. The
tool will help determine what programs
inmates can complete to earn time
credits for early release.
The Justice Department missed a
deadline to create the panel earlier this
year, in part because of the month-long
government shutdown. The panel is
supposed to develop the tool by July
and fully implement it by January 2020.
Congress also has yet to provide
money for the program.
During his speech, Trump recommitted to fully funding and implementing
the First Step Act’s provisions.
“My administration intends to fully
fund and implement this historic law,
it’s happening and it’s happening fast,”
Trump said.
He noted the budget the White House
released last month calls for $234 million for the Justice Department to put
in place reentry programs for people
in prison, as well as an additional $78
million for employment initiatives. 

HEARTLAND
from page 7
of Kansas with a Small Business
Owner Award.
From 2006-2015, Donna
Wright served as Regional Vice
President of the MidAmerica
Minority Supplier Development
Council, where she developed
over 150 programs and/or
events geared toward increasing minority business growth
in Wichita. She also served as
the Minority Business Enterprise certification manager for
Kansas and Missouri. Before
her tenure with the Supplier
Development Council, Donna
spent 15 years with the Boeing
Company-Wichita Division as
the Supplier Diversity Specialist. She is currently Managing
Principal of Kansas Business
Services LLC, a business development and organizational
management support services
firm for under-served communities, non-profits, corporations and government entities.
The Chamber will also recognize Dr. Marche Fleming-Randle, Wichita State
University, with their Big Apple
Award, and Junetta Everett,
Delta Dental, with their Shining
Star Award.
Dr. Marché Fleming-Randle
is the first African-American
Female Vice President for
Diversity and Community Engagement at Wichita State
University. She joined WSU in
2007 as the Asst. Dean for the
Fairmount College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences. She was

promoted in Nov. 2015 to
Asst. to the President for Diversity, and in August 2017 to
her current position. In this
role, she serves as the Chief
Diversity Officer, oversees the
President’s Diversity Council,
monitors institutional equity
and compliance issues, and
serves as the university liaison
for community engagement –
both within the university and
on regional and national levels.
Since 1995, Everett has
served as the Vice President
of Professional Relations for
Delta Dental of Kansas. In
addition, she serves as an
opinion leader within the community, the marketplace and
participates in relevant community activities. In addition
to her responsibilities at DDKS,
Everett is very involved in the
community and serves on
several boards including the
Kansas Health Foundation,
Wesley Hospital, WSU College
of Health Profession Dean’s
Advisory Board, WSU National
Advisory Council, City Council
District Advisory Board, and
the Wichita Regional Chamber
of Commerce of which she is
currently serving as Chair elect
and Vice-Chair of Diversity and
Inclusion.
This will be the fourth year
Heartland Wichita has awarded
their renewable college scholarships. This year’s recipients
are: Sydney Mansaw, Northeast
Magnet; Dejuan McPhaul, East
High; Chelsea James, Northeast Magnet; MaKayla Knox,
East High; and Briaja Tucker,
Northwest High. 

Health

Is is Safe for Women to
Use Talc Based Powders?

T

alcum powder is made from talc, a mineral that In its
natural form sometimes contains asbestos, a substance
known to cause cancers in and around the lungs when
inhaled
When talking about whether or not talcum powder is linked
to cancer, it is important to distinguish between talc that
contains asbestos and talc that is asbestos-free. Talc that has
asbestos is generally accepted as being able to cause cancer if
it is inhaled. The evidence about asbestos-free talc is less clear
One study suggested genital talcum powder use may slightly
increase the risk of endometrial
(uterine) cancer in women who
are past menopause. But other
studies have not found such a
link. Further studies are needed
to explore this topic.
There is very little evidence
at this time that any other forms
of cancer are linked with consumer use of talcum powder.
The most recent recommendation from the American
Cancer Society is as follows:
“Until more information is
available, people concerned
about using talcum powder
may want to avoid or limit their
use of consumer products that
contain it.”

Safe Alternatives
Baking Soda: This common pantry
item can be used in place of baby powder. Some
people even use it as deodorant, applying some to their underarms each
morning.

California Baby NonTalc Calming Powder
($10): This lavender-scented powder
is made from natural kaolin clay, bentonite clay, and cornstarch.

Burt’s Bees –
Baby Bee Dusting Powder ($7):
This product works well on adults and babies.

J

ohnson & Johnson’s Baby Powder and
Shower to Shower were household
staples among Krystal Kim’s family and
friends when she was growing up in New
Jersey. Kim played baseball as a teenager,
she said, and her
mother told her to
apply Baby Powder
to avoid being “the
stinky girl.”
“Every time I took
a shower, I put Baby
Powder on,” recalled
Kim, who was diagnosed with ovarian
cancer in 2014 and
is now in remission.
“I put it on my panties, on my clothes,
everywhere.”
Kim, a 53-year-old
African-American, has
been one of 22 plaintiffs in a class-action
lawsuit against Johnson & Johnson, contesting that the talcum
powder-based products the company sold
contained asbestos that gave them cancer.
The lawsuit resulted in a jury
verdict last summer of $4.69 billion against J&J. The company is
appealing.
In a just-released report, the
news service Reuters is now exposing how J&J marketed cancer-causing products to African-American
women for years.

KNOWN CANCER RISK
J&J knew for decades that small
amounts of asbestos had occasionally
been found in its raw talc and in
Baby Powder and Shower to Shower,
based on test results from the early
1970s to the early 2000s – information it did not disclose to regulators
or the public, according to a previous
Reuters report. J&J has sold Baby Powder
continuously since 1894.
Many of the ovarian cancer lawsuits
have blamed the disease on perineal use
of J&J cosmetic talcs – a claim supported

by some studies showing an association
between such use and increased cancer
risk. The most recent cases have alleged
that J&J’s talc products contained asbestos,
long a known carcinogen. Some plaintiffs
claim to have contracted mesothelioma
from breathing the powder.
In 2006, an arm of the World Health
Organization began classifying cosmetic
talc such as Baby Powder as “possibly

cally and efficiently targets high propensity
consumers.”
Those groups, according to the presentation: African-Americans, nearly 60
percent of whom used Baby Powder by
this time, compared to about 30 percent
for the overall population; overweight
people; and fitness-conscious people looking to lose weight.
The “right place” to focus, according to

Ovarian cancer survivor Krystal Kim was one of 22 plaintiffs in a 2018 class-action lawsuit against Johnson & Johnson, resulting in a $4.69 billion judgment against J&J.

carcinogenic” when women used it as
a genital antiperspirant and deodorant,
as many had been doing for years. Talc
supplier Luzenac America Inc. started including that information on its shipments
to J&J and other customers. J&J, however,
didn’t share that warning with customers.

TARGET BLACK WOMEN
By 2006, the company was recognizing
that “consumers do not see a need for
powder,” according to a sales presentation that year. Baby Powder shipments
had been “stagnating” in recent years, the
presentation said, and it was essential to
“find a new business model” that “strategi-

a 2006 internal J&J marketing presentation, was “under developed geographical
areas with hot weather, and higher AA
population,” the “AA” referring to AfricanAmericans.
“Powder is still considered a relevant
product among AA consumers,” the
presentation said. “This could be an opportunity.”

POWERFUL MARKETING
In the following years, J&J turned those
proposals into action. It distributed Baby
Powder samples through churches and

See POWDER page 10
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product contains cornstarch, baking powder,
chamomile, calendula, and organic aloe.

By Chris Kirkham and Lisa Girion
Reuters

|

Avalon Organics
Cornstarch Baby
Powder ($10): This hypo-allergenic

Cancer-Causing Baby Powder was
Target-Marketed at Black Women

APRIL 11, 2019

T

here are plenty of safe, non-talc powders to choose from.
Here are four talc-free “baby powders” that won’t expose
you to the risk of ovarian cancer or mesothelioma.
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POWDER
from page 9
beauty salons in African-American and
Hispanic neighborhoods, ran digital and
print promotions with weight-loss and
wellness company Weight Watchers and
launched a $300,000 radio advertising
campaign in a half-dozen markets aiming
to reach “curvy Southern women 18-49
skewing African American.”
In 2008, J&J sought proposals for an
“African American agency” to develop
marketing campaigns for the company’s
baby products line. A document sent to
prospective agencies summed up the situation: “Johnson’s Baby Oil and Baby Powder
products, while traditionally used only on
babies, are today primarily consumed by
adult AA women for use on themselves.”
One way to reverse the brand’s decline, it
said, was by “speaking to AA consumers
with a more relevant message with the

most effective media vehicles.”
The company contracted with a North
Carolina marketing firm, Segmented
Marketing Services Inc., which says it
specializes in targeted promotions to
“ethnic consumers.” The firm would
distribute 100,000 gift bags containing Baby Powder and other Johnson’s
baby products in African-American and
Hispanic neighborhoods in Chicago,
according to a contract with J&J.
J&J also launched campaigns to boost
sales of Baby Powder to “curvy Southern
women” and athletic adults who want
to smell fresh, according to company
documents. It advertised in Weight Watchers magazine and offered promotions
through the Lane Bryant clothing chain
for plus-size women and Curves, a
women’s fitness and weight-loss franchise. Marketing plans also included ads
to run in Southern Living magazine and
during the Style Network show “Ruby,”
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a reality TV series that documented an
obese Georgia woman on a mission to
lose weight.
A 2009 presentation laying out the
“Powder media plan” highlights that it
will reach 31 million people “in the South
(hot climates/overweight states),” and
that “43% of our plan will focus on the
top 10 overweight states in the nation.”
These are only a few examples of J&J’s
decades-long efforts to offset declining
Baby Powder sales amid rising concern
about the health effects of talc, based on a
Reuters review of years of J&J print, radio
and digital advertising campaigns and
thousands of pages of internal marketing
documents and email correspondence.

CANCER LAWSUITS
In 2013, a jury found J&J negligent in
the first case ever to claim that regular
use of Baby Powder for feminine hygiene
caused ovarian cancer. The jury didn’t
award monetary damages, but the verdict
spawned a cascade of similar
lawsuits.
A lawsuit filed in Mississippi in 2014 alleged Johnson
and Johnson failed to warn
consumers of its products’
health risks and used a
“racially targeted strategy” to
continue its sales, which the
company denies. In response
to Reuters’ questioning, a
Johnson and Johnson spokesperson said suggesting the
company “targeted a particular group with a potentially
harmful product is incredibly
offensive and patently false.”
Of the eight ovarian cancer
cases that have gone to trial

Ovarian cancer victim Eve Echeverria won a $417 million verdict against Johnson
& Johnson in 2017, but died months later and a judge reversed the decision.

so far, four have resulted in verdicts for
plaintiffs and one for the company. Three
other verdicts against J&J were overturned on appeal.
In 12 trials of cases claiming that
asbestos in talc caused plaintiffs’ mesothelioma, J&J was cleared of liability in
five, and plaintiffs won three, resulting
in a total of $172 million in plaintiffs’
mesothelioma, J&J was cleared of liability
in five, and plaintiffs won three, resulting
in a total of $172 million in damages.
Four others resulted in hung juries and
mistrials.
J&J is appealing all the verdicts
against it.
Meanwhile, J&J has pulled back from
marketing specifically to minority and overweight women. A 2015 presentation makes
no mention of minorities, suggesting the
brand “target adults, with a focus on men.”
Plaintiffs’ lawyers and other advocates
have become more vocal in criticizing
the targeted marketing campaigns. In a
recent newsletter, the National Council
of Negro Women, a women’s leadership

group with about 30,000 members,
drew attention to the issue with an essay
penned by civil-rights lawyer Ben Crump,
who is representing some Baby Powder
plaintiffs.
“Lots of products target African-Americans. That’s marketing 101: Go where
our customers are,” said Janice Mathis,
the council’s executive director. “What
has me disturbed about this is that you
didn’t give any caveat to the customers,
once you knew there was a possibility
there was some danger.”

J&J DENIAL
In an emailed response to questions
from Reuters, J&J said its Baby Powder
is safe and asbestos-free. It noted that the
company’s marketing over the years has
been directed at many demographics and
groups, and that “we’re proud pioneers of
the practice of multicultural marketing.”
There are currently 13,000 plaintiffs alleging that J&J’s Baby Powder and Shower
to Shower, a powder brand the company
sold off in 2012, caused their ovarian

cancer or mesothelioma.

Health Briefs
U.S. FERTILITY IS LOWEST EVER
The U.S. fertility rate hitting 1.77, the lowest it’s ever been,
is not necessarily cause for alarm. A decline was inevitable,
due to the recession, less immigration to the U.S., and the
difficulty individuals have maintaining pre-parenthood lifestyles
after having children, according to researchers from the University of Pennsylvania’s Population Studies Center.
The low fertility rate may be surfacing now, but it has been
years in the making. “Would the current trends undermine living standards? I don’t think there’s any concern for that at this
time,” says demographer Hans-Peter Kohler. “In fact, if the U.S.
population grows somewhat less rapidly, it may even be a good
thing because right now, you’re pushing up against resources.”

SECOND PATIENT IS CURED OF HIV
News that a second person may have been cured of HIV

is being greeted with both hope and hesitation.
The so-called “London patient,” who had both HIV and
cancer, underwent a stem-cell transplant using a donor with
a unique mutation that confers HIV resistance. The transplant
seems to have successfully vanquished the virus. However,
University of Pennsylvania researchers urge caution.
“Just because it can be done doesn’t mean it’s a solution
or a cure for all people who have HIV,” said Pablo Tebas of
the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, who underscores the risks of a stem cell transplant.
Bridgette Brawner of the Penn School of Nursing called
the London news “phenomenal” but stressed the importance of continuing support for people who are living with
the virus today. “There is a concern that money may be
getting thrown at a cure for ‘one day,’” she said, “when
there are already people around the world who may not
have access to the drug regimens that are helping them live

longer, healthier lives today.”

NASAL SPRAY APPROVED TO TREAT
DEPRESSION
The FDA has approved esketamine for people with treatment-resistant depression. Known as Spravato, it is the only
approved drug to treat depression that is administered via
nasal spray.
“All of the newer antidepressants introduced over the prior
30 years were variations or slight modifications of the existing
classes of medications, such as Prozac,” said Michael Thase,
a professor of psychiatry in the Perelman School of Medicine
at the University of Pennsylvania. “It is not a miracle solution.
But it’s a wonderful thing if you get a nice response to it if your
depression is debilitating. Having another treatment that can

help many long-suffering people is a good thing.”
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34th Annual Delta Sigma Theta Cotillion Presentation Will be April 20

T

wenty-three high school seniors will make their
societal debut during an evening filled with
elegance and enjoyment at the 34th Annual Delta
Sigma Theta Cotillion Formal Presentation on Sat., April

20 at the Kansas City Downtown Marriott Hotel. This
event will feature a formal dinner, a grand waltz performance by the participants and the announcement of
scholarship awards. Please contact: www. cotillion@

deedkcmo.org for more information about the program
or visit www.deedkcmo.org/cotillion/support-the-participants to purchase tickets.
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Kansas City Set for Historic Mayoral Race
By Bonita Gooch
The Community Voice
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ut of a crowded field of
11 candidates, Kansas City
Council members Jolie Justus
and Quinton Lucas advanced out of
the April 2 primary as the candidates
for Kansas City mayor. This will be
a historic race in several ways. It
will be the first race for Kansas City
mayor where a White man is not
one of the candidates. It is the first
race for Kansas City mayor with an
openly lesbian candidate. While, the
minimum age requirement to run
for mayor is 25, at age 34, if he wins,
Quinton Lucas could possibly become
the city’s youngest mayor ever.
Current Mayor Sly James was
term-limited and could not run again.
So with no clear front runner in the
race, it was hard for any one candidate to clearly stand out. However, in
the end, Justus and Lucas came out
on top, receiving 12,630 (22.63%)
and 10,287 (18.43%) of the votes.
Both Justus and Lucas are serving
their first term on the City Council,
both are attorneys, and on election
night, both spoke about unifying
and spreading success into all areas
of the city.
Lucas is a private attorney
who also teaches at the University of Kansas School
of Law. His story – a
Kansas City native,
who grew up poor,
but went on to

graduate from Cornell Law School -somehow resonated with voters.
“I still know what it’s like to be
poor,” he said at his victory party. “I
know what it’s like to be homeless
but to also be able to succeed in our
city.”
Justus, 48, served eight years in
the Missouri Senate. She works with
the law firm of Shook Hardy & Bacon
where she is director of pro bono
services. Justus was endorsed by
outgoing Mayor Sly James.
Although Justus was in, out, and
back in the race early on, when
she finally committed, the political
donations just flowed in. She was
by far the largest fundraiser in the
campaign. While the media regularly
referred to Justus’ status as a lesbian
– she and her spouse have been married for 10 years – Justus did not run
as the “lesbian” candidate.
Similarly, Lucas, didn’t run as the
Black candidate. With two other

Lucas

Kansas City Briefs

African Americans in the race, it was
difficult for either of them to position
themselves as “the” Black candidate.
It was equally difficult for Kansas
City’s Black community to identify
a “Black” candidate, with political
leaders and “way leaders” failing to
unify behind one candidate.
Freedom, Inc. one of the city’s
most formidable Black political
organizations, endorsed Lucas, while
the historic Kansas City Call newspaper endorsed City Councilmember
Jermaine Reed. Even the Kansas
City Star entered the mix, endorsing
Councilmember Alissia Canady.
On election night, Lucas told The
Community Voice, one of his first
steps would be to reach out to both
Canady and Reed.
“I feel certain they will support
me, just like I would have supported
either of them if they had advanced,”
said Lucas in a call for unity. “We’ve
demonstrated it in the past, with
Cleaver and Sly, when
Kansas City’s Black
community pull
together, we
can’t be beat.”
The
general elections are on
June 18. 

KCKCC TO HOST “GET HIRED
KANSAS CITY” CAREER FAIR

W

ith more than 90 employers last year, the Kansas City Kansas
Community College’s 2019 Get Hired-Kansas City Career Fair
is considered one of the largest career fairs in the area. This
year, the fair is on Thurs., April 25, from 9 a.m. – 1 p.m. at the Reardon
Convention Center, 510 Minnesota Ave, Kansas City, KS.
The career fair is hosted by KCKCC in partnership with Congresswoman Sharice Davids’ office, the Kansas City, Kan. Mayor’s Office, Veteran’s
Administration, Workforce Partnership and a host of service agencies and
volunteers ready to assist attendees.

KCK: DOWNTOWN GROCERY
LISTENING SESSIONS
Have you heard about the Downtown Grocery Store Project?
Before the store opens, The Merc Co+op would like to hear from future
Dotte customers.
What products, services and resources would you like at this store?
What would you like to learn about this store? Join them at one of two
remaining listing sessions:
Tues., April 23, Liveable Neighborhoods, Neighborhoods Resource Center, 4935 State, 6—7 p.m.
Sat., April 27, Main Branch Library, 625 Minnesota Avenue, 9 – 10
a.m.
Can’t make one of the listening sessions, then take the online survey
@ https://www.themerc.coop/kck-survey

COME SHOP AT YOUTH
ENTREPRENEUR DAY
They’re learning early about the benefits of entrepreneurship, come support
this future magnates at Youth Entrepreneur Day, a fun-filled, family event on
April 20, 10 a.m. – 2 p.m. in the lobby
of the American Jazz Museum, 1616 E.
18th St., KCMO. Enjoy shopping and
talent. Presented by Royale Cohesive
Network with support from the American Jazz Museum. 
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Lift Her Up Holds Third Recognition Breakfast
By Gwendolyn E. Squires, PhD
The Community Voice

M

ore than 300 phenomenal
women shared the vision and
passion of lifting each other
up at the 2019 “Lift Her Up” Event
held Sat., March 30, at the Stoney
Creek Hotel and Conference Center
in Independence, MO. The annual
breakfast event recognizes outstanding
women of the Greater Kansas City area
and their accomplishments.
After receiving enormously positive

feedback about her 2017 and 2018
events, LaShawn Walker, founder
and president of the “Lift Her Up
Movement,” was convinced a third
event was needed. Walker created the
movement to inspire and encourage
women and girls to lift one another
up and to support one another every
opportunity they get.
With this year’s theme, “A Glowing
Woman Can Help Other Women Glow
and Still Be Lit,” Walker encourage
those in attendance to take the inspiration they received at the event and
execute on it.

She encouraged the women
to take their inspiration received
at the gathering and execute on
it, reminding them that if they
continue to “lift each other up,”
they will see a lift up in return!
No matter who they are, Walker
believes, everyone needs to be
lifted up at some point in their
lives
The event also included shop
among 30 vendors.
You can find out more information about the Lift Her Up

Movement on Facebook.

Photo by Roxanne Moore
The 2019 “Lift Her Up” Honorees, (Front Row: L-R) Kori Crew, Dr. Gwendolyn
Squires, Angela Hailes, Ashley Forte, LaShawn Walker, Founder of Lift Her Up, Dr.
LaQuanda Carpenter, Dawn Smith, Clydette Johnston. (Back Row: L-R) Nikita
Graves, Sharmelle Winsett, Dr. Susan Wilson, Tina Rambo-Faulkner, Dr. DeAngela
Burns-Wallace, Lisa Green, Neressa Orr, Megan Marshall, Dr. Teresa Wesley, Ryana
Parks-Shaw, Toyota Mays & Kelsey Kelly.
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Garner Takes Home Top Honors at Links Beautillion XLIV

B

eau Mycah Garner was
crowned Mr. Beautillion
2019 at the Wichita Chapter
of the Links’ 44th Annual Beautillion held Sat., March 23, at Century
II, in downtown Wichita. Mycah, a
senior at Wichita Heights, is the son
of Lichelle Alford & Robert Garner.
During the presentation program,
he was accompanied by his Belle
McKenzie Boyd.
Earning 2nd place was Beau
DeJuan McPhaul, a student at Wichita
East High and the son of Kameelah
Alexander. Third place honors went
to Beau Deron Dudley, a student at
Wichita South High and the son of
Janet Work & Ralph Dudley.
Beautillion, a development
program for young men, concludes
with this showcase that allows them
to demonstrate their talents, and the
Links to recognize their achieve-

ments. The program also allows the
young men to raise money for their
college education.
“Aside it’s a good way for the community to really see that there’s a lot
of good kids in Wichita,” said Wichita
Chapter of the Links Inc. President
Terri Rice.
Garner, crowned Mr. Beautillion
for his top fundraising efforts, will
kick start his education with $17,000
in Beautillion Scholarships. McPhaul
earned $12,000 and Dudley, $9000.
The Links also award additional
monetary scholarships for academic
Achivement, talent presentation, and
for essays contest achievement. Beau
Andrew Kennedy took home top honors for both Mr. ACT, and Mr. GPA, for
the highest score on the ACT College
Admissions exam and highest grade
point average, respectively. Andrew is
the son of Emily & Anthony Kennedy.

THE 2019 BEAUX WERE:
SAMUEL KIGURU
Wichita Heights
Parent: Mary Kariuki

WILLIAM BUTLER, III
Wichita Heights
Parents: Talisha Hicks & William Butler

RASHAWN MAYES
Wichita Heights
Parents: Uraina Storey & Dee Townes

DERON DUDLEY
Wichita South
Parents: Janet Work & Ralph Dudley

DEXTER MCCARTNEY
Wichita Heights
Parent: Dexter McCartney

MATTHEW FORREST
Collegiate
Parent: Rolesta Forrest

JALEN MCCLISH
Kapaun Mt. Carmel
Kelvin & Lorena McClish

MYCAH GARNER
Wichita Heights
Parents: Lichelle Alford & Robert
Garner

DEJUAN MCPHAUL
Wichita East
Parent: Kameelah Alexander

D’AYDRIAN HARDING
Northeast Magnet
Parent: Demetria Harding

3
Photos by My Pictureman

4
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JEREMIAH BURNETT
Northeast Magnet
Parents: Robert & Sharmin Hollis

2

|

ANDREW KENNEDY
Derby
Parents: Emily & Anthony Kennedy

SAMUEL NDABAGA
Wichita South
Parents: Buda Ndabaga & Sualangwa

PHOTOS: 1. 2019 Beaux were (L-R)Samuel Ndbaga,
Jalen Mcclish, Dexter McCartney, D'Aydrian Harding,
Rashawn Mayes, Andrew Kennedy, Matthew Forrest,
Thylen Asia, Jeremiah Burnett, Samuel Kiguru, DeJuan
McPhaul, Mycah Garner, William Butler III, Deron Dudley. 2. 2019 Beaux perform Dance of Power Unity with
the Belles. The dance was choreographed by Charles
Coleman, J.D. 3. The Beaux perform a Step Show
“Stepping Back to Get It” choreographed by Joseph
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THYLAN ASIA
Wichita Heights
Parents: Shane & Chandra Asia

1

6
Shepard. 4. Beaux
perform “Step to the Future” choreographed by
Joseph Shepard. 5. Scene from”Black to the Future”
which was performed during the Talent Explosion. 6.
Mr Beautillio, Mycah Garner 7. (L-R) The big winners
for college education scholarships were: 2nd Runnerup, Deron Dudley; $9,000, Mr. Beautillion, Mycah
Garner earned $17,000 and 1st Runner-up, Dejuan
McPhaul earned $12,000.

7
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Westar Announces $1 million community fund for Central Northeast Wichita
•ApplicationsforgrantsandscholarshipopenApril15
•Communityleadersconcernedplandoesnothingdirectlyforfamiliesimpactedbylargeutilitypoles

WICHITA

W

ZIP codes who are seeking postsecondary degrees and certifications.
This endowed scholarship fund will
provide scholarships in
perpetuity.
Criteria for the Evergy
Community Investment
Fund were developed
by the Evergy Community Investment Advisory
Board that was formed
in response to the
community’s complaint
about the large electrical transmission lines
installed last fall in
67214. The board,

estar Energy, an Evergy
company, announced the
establishment of a $1 million fund at the Wichita Community
Foundation (WCF) to serve residents
in ZIP codes 67208, 67214 and
67219.
Grants from the Evergy Community
Investment Fund at WCF will go to
nonprofits with a focus on two key
areas: community and environment
enhancement and youth enrichment
and development.
The company has also announced
a $250,000 scholarship program,
After community outrage about the large poles, Westar
has established a $1 million fund to benefit zip codes
serving students living in the three
67208, 67214 and 67219.
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application closing date for this year
closes on June 17 at noon.
The scholarship program, administered by WCF, will award 10 $1,000
scholarships annually to students who
live in ZIP codes 67208, 67214 and
67219. These awards can be applied
to tuition, books or fees for post-secondary education, including technical
education and two- or four-year colleges or universities throughout the
U.S. Consideration for the scholarship
will be given to students exhibiting
leadership,
Scholarship applications are due
by May 15 at noon.
To apply, go to wichitacf.org. 

Community Leaders Say Westar Plan Does
Little for Those Most Impacted

W
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comprised of 14 people who live,
work and/or serve in Wichita’s
District 1, were tasked with suggesting ways Westar could “give back” in
response to the polls which property
owners and community leaders felt
negatively impacted property value
and the community’s environment.
Applications for the grants and
scholarships open April 15.
The grants, which will range from
$5,000 to $100,000, will extend
through the next five years. Receiving non-profits must be based in, or
have a chapter or office in Sedgwick
County, and serve residents of ZIP
codes 67208, 67214 and 67219. The

hile the response to Westar’s announceThe NAACP is supporting a bill Finney
ment of a $1 million fund to benefit
introduced during this year’s Kansas legislative
Wichita’s core Northeast communities
session that would require all utility companies
had been overwhelmingly positive, leaders - who to obtain a permit, hold public hearings and
have been engaged with the utility since it dotted
be held accountable to the Kansas Corporation
the community with 105-foot-tall transmission
Commission prior to taking similar action in the
poles - expressed concern that the fund does
future.
little to help those most impacted.
In late August 2018, residents of 67214
The $1 million fund, was proposed by the
were surprised when installation began of 57
Evergy Community Investment Advisory Board
commercial-grade electrical transmission lines
that was formed in response to the community’s
poles in the midst of a residential community.
complaint about the large electrical transmission
Finney’s concerns were with both the poles:
lines installed last fall in ZIP code 67214. The
“monumental towers that are in people’s yard,”
board, comprised of 14 people who live, work
lost home value, improper compensation and
and/or serve in Wichita’s District 1, were tasked
the process – the lack of transparency and even
with suggesting ways Westar could “give back” in honesty about the poles that were going to be
response to the polls which property owners and installed. Residents were not expecting the very
community leaders felt negatively impacted prop- huge poles that were actually installed.
erty value and the community’s environment.
Cox has asked the National NAACP to get
“How does this decision directly relate to the
involved with the issue.
impact and the devastation of the people that are
“We sent all of the documentation and a
right there in that area, where the poles have
summarization of the issue to our legal and
been placed?” asks Rep. Gail Finney, who repreenvironmental justice departments to review,”
sents the area in the Kansas Legislature.
Cox said.
“While this is really good,” Finney continCox and Finney were also concerned that the
ued, “if the concern was the people that were
money may end up going to larger non-profits,
directly impacted, then that’s
instead of grassroots organization
where the response and the
working hard in the community.
financial benefits should have
“Just because you’re a non-profit,
gone.”
doesn’t mean you’re not making
Kenya Cox, president of the
money,” said Cox, who went on to
Kansas State Conference of
reference many larger non-profits
NAACP branches, agrees with
who are in strong financial posiFinney.
tions in comparison to many of the
“While this is really good,
smaller non-profits working in core
this is something they should
Northeast Wichita. 
have done anyway,” Cox said.
Rep. Finney

Arts & Culture
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Aretha Franklin’s ‘Amazing Grace’ Documentary Has Finally Arrived

T

he late soul icon’s long-unseen
would be released later that year as the vinyl record revealed what must have
concert film of her astounding
double album “Amazing Grace.” Her
been Aretha’s greatest frustration:
gospel performance has seen
most personal record, it also became
“The recording of this album was
the light of day.
her most popular release, certified
filmed by Warner Brothers Inc. with
In January 1972,
Sydney Pollack
Aretha Franklin
directing.”
came to Los Angeles
No movie was
to create what would
ever released,
become her greatest
and the fate
artistic statement.
of what had
Over two consecubecome of the
tive nights at the New
film project
Temple Missionary
remained one
Baptist Church in
of Hollywood’s
Watts, before a
most enduring
live audience that
mysteries.
included her father
Enter Alan
Rev. C.L. Franklin
Elliott, a
and her mentor
young Atlantic
Clara Ward (as well
Records
as Mick Jagger and
employee in
The moment in the movie where Aretha’s father walks up to the piano to wipe
Charlie Watts), she
1990 when he
recorded her return the sweat from her forehead, is a tear-jerker.
first learned
to the gospel music
about the
she had grown up singing as a teenage
double-platinum, the biggest-selling
long-lost movie. Over the next 28
prodigy. Accompanied by Rev. James
album of her career as well as the best- years, Elliott worked like a cinematic
Cleveland and the Southern California
selling gospel album of all time.
Sherlock Holmes to crack the case (it
Community Choir, Aretha’s sessions
But the liner notes of the original
turns out Pollack, who died in 2008,

had neglected to use a clapper to
sync images with audio) and then to
salvage the film.
Along the way, Elliott mortgaged his
home several times to buy the existing
footage, edit the film, and pay for
insurance and lawyers; he needed the
latter in abundance, as Aretha sued
several times to prevent the movie
from being screened, including its

scheduled world premiere at the
2015 Telluride Film Festival. After
Aretha passed away at 76 in August,
her family and Elliott quickly came to
an arrangement, and last month, the
film — a remarkable document of
the Queen of Soul at the height of her
powers — finally premiered at two
sold-out, emotional screenings at the
Doc NYC festival. 

Very Limited Screenings
Found for Amazing Grace

O

n April 5, the documentary
Amazing Grace was released
with very limited dates and
locations across the country.
Wichita is lucky enough to have
a one-time screening of the film
thanks to the efforts of Rev. LeSean
Tarkington, pastor of Grant Chapel
AME Church. The screening starts
at 7 p.m. on Mon., April 15, at the
AMC Northrock, Wichita. Admission

tickets are
$20 and include a snack
card. Seating is limited and tickets
must be purchased in advance. For
tickets call: Pastor Tarkington , (404)
323-4737 or Carla Williams (316)
305-9191.
We found a Kansas City Screening on Thurs., April 18, with two
times 7 p.m. and 9:50 p.m. at the
Alamo Draft House, 1400 Main St.
KCMO. 

Stories and Art Salute Those Who Overcome Everyday Adversity

Banda

KC Healthy Kids, KCK’s Historic
Northeast-Midtown Association and
UMKC’s Center for Neighborhoods,
Two essential food programs,
SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, also known as
food stamps) and WIC (the Special
Supplemental Nutrition Program for
Women, Infants and Children), are
part of the Farm Bill legislation that
Congress has to pass every five years.
The Farm Bill allocates nearly
$100 billion per year, and 80% of
that allocation goes to fund
SNAP.
For the 2018 version, some
members of Congress wanted to
make changes that would cut off
assistance to tens of thousands
of people in the KC metro area,
among other places.
KC Voices responded to the
threat with advocacy, community engagement, and networking with partners around the

country to convince Congress to keep
funding the food programs that, for
example, allow children to go to
school with full bellies.
“There is a misnomer that people
who receive food assistance are lazy
and don’t want to work, and that
could simply not be further from
the truth,” the Historic NortheastMidtown Association said in a statement. “Often times, food assistance
is needed on a temporary basis to
get people through difficult situations
that arise unexpectedly. Other times,
it helps families eat when working
multiple jobs doesn’t quite pay for all
the necessities like child care, rent,
transportation, and food.”
SNAP benefitted about 40 million
Americans in 2018, while WIC serves
53% of all infants born in the U.S.,
according to the Department of
Agriculture.
For more info, visit kchealthykids.
org. 
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JT Daniels

food policies shape their community,
their opportunities and their plates.
The event is also a celebration
of KC Voices’ successful work with
government leaders to keep foodassistance programs available in the
Kansas City metro area.
KC Voices started last year as a
collaboration to stamp out hunger
in the community by addressing the
underlying causes of food insecurity.
That effort includes the Community
Health Council of Wyandotte County,

|

Rial El-Scari

on food-assistance programs like
SNAP and WIC to survive at some time
in their lives. Each of the featured
artists will unveil a new original work
that will be unveiled at the reception.
You can RSVP for the reception
online at kchealthykids.com.
The celebration is sponsored by
KC Voices, a collaborative effort to
involve residents and stakeholders in low-income, racially diverse
neighborhoods in KCK and KCMO in
sharing stories and info about how
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ansas City metro area will
celebrate community members
who have refused to give up
when faced with adversity with a special free event at 5 p.m. Thurs., April
25, at the Bruce R. Watkins Center at
3700 Blue Parkway in KCMO.
Spoken word artist Natasha Ria
El-Scari and visual art pieces by
KCK’s Cheyenne Banda and KCMO’s
muralist JT Daniels will be featured,
along with the sharing of stories of
100 local residents who have relied

GRAND OPENING
Sat., April 27 (11 a.m.-6 p.m.)

WYCO Ethnic Festival to Celebrate
Diversity with Food and Music

ARTS & CULTURE

Simply Sangria M
10% OFF

Wine Co.

LLC

“Great sangria
made right
in Wichita.
Perfectly
balanced
with
crisp citrus
flavors and
sweetness.”

ALL PURCHASES
10% Donated to
Cancer Research

PRIZE
DRAWINGS
The Power 93.5 Van
will be on the scene

usic, dancing and ethnic
foods will fill the Kansas
City Kansas Community
College Field House as part of the
2019 Wyandotte County Ethnic
Festival: A Human Family Reunion.
The Wyandotte County Ethnic
Festival runs 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sat., April 13 in the KCKCC Field

House, 7250 State Ave. Admission
and parking are free.
“The festival offers free entrance,
free parking, a children's area and
an exceptional indoor opportunity to
share in fabulous ethnic foods and
diverse cultural entertainment.
More than 50 organizations, countries and ethnic groups from WYCO
will be represented at the festival

11 AM - 8 PM

FOOD

Store Hours:
11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
243 N. Cleveland, Wichita / 316-425-0980
SimplySangriaWine.com
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$7
MONDAY SPECIAL
Whole Catfish Dinner w/ 2 Sides & Drink
$5
TUESDAY SPECIAL
Catfish Nuggets w/ 1 Side & Drink
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL $ 5
2pc. Catfish Steaks w/ 1 Side & Drink
THURSDAY SPECIAL $ 5
3 Chicken Tenders w/ 1 Side & Drink
DAILY SPECIAL $ 6.99
6pc. Small Catfish Steaks
w/ 1 Side & Drink
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NOW
EVERYDAY:
GREENS
YAMS
CORNBREAD
MAC & CHZ
TURKEY
LEGS & WINGS

through booths as well as onstage
entertainment.
Everyone will receive a souvenir
program with a blank “passport”
page that can be stamped at countries’ booths. All filled passports
turned in at the Martin Luther King
booth will be eligible for a prize
drawing.

Lavell
Crawford
& Friends
Huell from
“Breaking Bad”!

Save the Date
Friday, May 17
7:30 p.m.
a t W ichita ’s
C rown U p town Thea tr e
popup.seatengine.com
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SAME
SEASONING
SAME
SAUCES

Celebrating
Our First Anniversary!

Thank You to All Our Great Customers!
3928 E. 13th St. North, Wichita / 316-295-4540 / L ik e us on F aceb ook

Urban League of Kansas Summit and Luncheon April 18

T

Wichita Briefs

WOMEN, RACE RELATIONS AND MENTAL HEALTH
WILL CONVERGE AT APRIL 20 FORUM

$$$ Tuition Assistance Available $$$ For technical
courses and/or college courses
• Variety of full- and part-time positions
available
• $500 Hiring bonus
• Discount at YMCA
• Benefits
• 30+Set Hours
• Positive Work Environment
• Paid Training
• Holiday Pay
• Federal Student Loan Forgiveness Program
Requirements: High School Diploma or GED/ Silver
Level Work-Keys certificate, valid driver license with a
good
Drug/alcohol screen
Background/MVR checks
Availability for training
EEO
Apply at: www.starkey.org

Frontier Chemical
Lung Cancer • Other Cancers
Special trusts have been set up by vendors and suppliers of the Frontier
Chemical plant to pay asbestos victims:

If you ever worked at the Frontier Chemical plant before 1982 you may have been exposed to
asbestos - and not even know it. You could be entitled to multiple cash settlements without going to court,
filing a lawsuit, or even leaving your house.
If you ever worked at the Frontier Chemical plant, and have been diagnosed with Lung Cancer
(even if you are a smoker) - or Esophageal, Laryngeal, Pharyngeal, Stomach, Colon, Rectal Cancer or
Mesothelioma, or know someone who died from one of these cancers, call

1-800-478-9578
Free Claims
Analysis

www.getnorris.com/asb

Nationwide Service

Birmingham, Alabama attorney Robert Norris helps injured claimants, nationwide, collect cash benefits from Asbestos Trusts. “No representation is made
that the quality of legal services to be performed is greater than the quality of legal services performed by other lawyers.”
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MarquettaAtkins,founderandCEOofCampDestinationInnovationwillbe
the speaker and a lunch and learn event designed to strengthen the efforts of
communitygrassrootsorganizers.Theevent,ServingfromtheGrassroots,
willbeheldonFri.,April26,11L30a.m.-12:30p.m.attheSedgwickCounty
HealthDepartment.Attendanceisfree,butyouareaskedtobringyourown
lunch.Beverageswillbeavailable.
Atkinswillspeakonthetopic“ThePowerinYourWhy:FindingtheVoiceof
your non-profit.
Formoreinformation,contactTheAfricanAmericanCouncilofElders@
aaelders.wichita@gmail.com.ServingfromtheGrassrootsisprovidedinpartnershipwiththeKansasAfricanAmericanAffairsCommisionandtheKansas
HealthFoundation. ••

Thursday, April 25, 2 - 6 p.m.
632 S. Woodchuck St., Wichita
CNAs $12.00/hr.
Direct Support Positions $9.75 - $12.48/hr.

|

LUNCH AND LEARN EVENT FOR COMMUNITY
GRASSROOTS ORGANIZERS APRIL 26

OPEN INTERVIEWS!

APRIL 11, 2019

BlackWomenEmpoweredinWichitaWillKeepthediscussiongoingwith
part II of their discussion on women, race relations and the mental impact it
hasonwomenofallcolors.ThediscussionwillbeheldonSat.,April20,9:30
a.m.to1:30p.m.attheWSURhatiganStudentCener,Room233.Thistime
thepanelwillincludeAtty.SandrineLisk;CherrieHolder,aprotectionorder
specialistwithSedgwickCounty;PastorChi-ChiEmeana;TaunyaRutenbeck,
LMSWTherapist;ClaudiaYaujar-Amaro,co-ownerBilingualResources,LLC;
and Janet Federico, podcast host, author and passionate activist for survivors
of trauma. Danielle Johnson, asst. director, WSU Office of Diversity and Inclusion,willserveasmistressofceremony.Acontinentalbreakfastandlunch
will be served for this free event.

diversityeod.eventbrite.com or call the Urban League at
(316)262-2463. ••

CLASSIFIED

into the theme of the conference, ‘Our Differences, Our
heUrbanLeagueofKansaswillholdtheir2ndAnnualDiversityand
Strength’.
InclusionSummitand65thAnnualEqualOpportunityDay(EOD)
AwardsluncheononThurs.,April18,atWSU
MetropolitanComplexMultipurposeroom,5015E.29th
St,from8a.m.–3p.m.
Theirthemeis“Diversity&Inclusion:OurDifferences, Our Strength,” with the day’s speakers sharing ways
diversity and inclusion can be the source of strength in
business, community and academia. The intent of this
summitistohelpattendeesexplorehowdifferencesand
similaritiesmayoverlap.Attendeeswillbeencouraged
to identify ways of fostering innovation through diversity,
practice inclusion consciously and offer suggestions to
change controversial situations into positive interactions.
TheopeningsessionspeakerisJeffBeasley,VP
Samuel
Beasley
ofCustomerCare,KCP&LandWestarEnergy,Evergy
Workshop
Companies.
sub-themes function as tracks to provide continuity
This year, the Urban League will also celebrate 65 years of hosting the
for the day’s activities. During the luncheon, the Urban
EqualOpportunityDay(EOD)luncheon,whichthisyearwillagainbeheld
League will recognize a business, non-profit and indias the culminating event of the Diversity and Inclusion Summit. The lunviduals that value Diversity and Inclusion.
cheonguestspeakerisDr.BryanDSamuel,ChiefDiversityandInclusion
The 2019 honorees are:
OfficerofthePresident’sOfficeatKansasStateUniversity.
•Cornejo&Sons-CorporateDiversityAwards;
Workshops for this summit are designed for attendees to dig deeper
•GivensRestoration,Inc.–SmallBusinessAward;
•League42–Non-ProfitAward;and
•Mr.RonaldW.Holt-TheWhitneyM.YoungLeadershipAward.
YoucanregisteronlinethroughEventbrite:https://
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First AME to Celebrate 160th Anniversary

18

CHURCH

T
“Choosing a funeral home requires a great deal of trust,
and I’m honored with everyone who has entrusted
Bethea’s Funeral Home
with caring for your dearly beloved.”
- Robert J. Bethea, Jr.

Bethea’s Funerals and Cremations
continues to serve your family and loved ones
during their time of transition.

Robert J. Bethea, Jr. Funerals & Cremations
615 W. Maple, Wichita
(On the Southwest Corner of Maple and Sycamore)

316-201-1660
rjbetheafunerals.com

he history of First AME Church in
Kansas City, KS, dates back to before
the Emancipation Proclamation to
1859, when three families of Methodist and
Baptist faith began meeting at the home
of Dinah Smith, near 4th and State Ave.
With the influx of families moving from the
south after the signing of Emancipation
Proclamation, the number of worshippers
out grew the ability to worship in local
homes and the two Christian denomination decided to go their own directions to
expand and build locally.
As they say, the rest is history, but the
history of First AME Church is a rich one

JOHNSON
from page 20
of products and increasing
competition from digital rivals, the
company said.
A PIONEER IN PRINT
John H. Johnson founded
the company in 1942 when he
launched Negro Digest with a
$500 loan from his mother. The
magazine summarized newspaper

.

.

that has greatly influenced the life and
are $25 per person. The event will feature
direction of the city’s Black community. It’s husband-and-wife duo from Decatur, GA:
that 160-year history that will be celebrated Rev. Lee May Jr., pastor of Transforming
the weekend of April 27 by the members of Faith Church, and Robin May, life coach
First AME and the current pastor
and licensed therapist.
Rev. Viola W. Jones. They’re invitThe celebration continues
ing the community to join them.
with the church service on
The weekend celebration
Sun., April 28, 10:15 a.m. at
begins on Sat., April 27, with the
First AME, 1111 N. 8th St.,
160th Anniversary Celebration
KCK. Rev. May will deliver
Event at the Kansas City Kansas
the sermon.
Community College Upper Level
For more information,
Jewell, 7250 State Ave., KCK. The
visit
www.famekcks.wix.
Lee
doors open at 6:30 p.m., and a recepcom/firstamechurch. First AME is
tion and program begins at 7 p.m. Tickets
also active on Facebook. 

articles about black life.
But key to the company's
growth was Ebony magazine,
founded in 1945 and patterned
after Life magazine, one of the
nation's leading magazines at
the time. The average monthly
circulation of Ebony was around
2 million in the 1990s, making it
the largest magazine catering to
Blacks.
After reporting revenues in the
hundreds of millions in the 1990s,

www Ta be rn a c l e B ib l eWic h ita c om
Ta be rn a c l e B ib l eWic h ita
“ Th e C h urc h With o u t Wa l l s ”

the company's fortunes began to
decline after Johnson died in 2005
and magazines in general began
to struggle as advertisers moved to
alternative media.
With Johnson's daughter, Linda
Johnson Rice, in charge, the
company tried to halt its decline
with the sale of its assets, including its historic headquarters on
Chicago's Michigan Avenue.
In 2014, Jet ceased print editions and became a digital-only

publication. In 2016, Ebony and
Jet were sold to Black-owned
Ebony Media Operations, LLC
(EMO) with Clear View Group, a
Black-owned equity firm in Texas,
putting together the investment
team and holding a large percentage of the LLC’s ownership.
Despite being under new
ownership, the company struggled
financially, with freelance writers
suing to be paid. The lawsuit was
settled last year. 

A Season of New Beginnings at

Saint Matthew
Christian Methodist Episcopal

Church
Our Mission: Renewing Spiritually, Numerically & Financially as We Build God’s Kingdom.
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Come Join Us for
Ever yone is Welcome!
Rev. Dr.
Sunday School - 9:00 a.m. Patricia A. Havis,
Pastor
Sunday Worship - 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study - Thursdays 6:30 p.m.
841 N. Cleveland, Wichita / 316-500-7871

Old Mission / Wichita Park
is under
NEW MANAGEMENT

“Ease your heart & mind
by planning ahead.
Inquire about our
April specials.”

Presented by

Tabernacle Bible Church

. .. . .

..

Lincoln E. Montgomery Pastor
1817 N. Volutsia Wichita
Annie K. Montgomery First Lady
Church Office 316 681 3954
Good Friday Play: 7 p.m. April 19
Easter Sunday Sunrise Service: 7 a.m. April 21 Regular Service: 10:30 a.m.

.

.

.

.

Leigh Ann Henderson,
New Mortuary Manager
& Funeral Director

3424 E. 21st Street North, Wichita / 316-686-7311

Bonham, Quinton, 33, died
03/28/19. Service will be held at 2
p.m. on 04/13/19 at RJ Bethea Funeral & Cremations, 615
W. Maple.
Collins, Albert, 82,
died 03/16/19. Service
was held 03/30/19
at Church of ChristChisholm Trail.
Delaney, Roland,
44, died 03/23/19. No
service information
pending.

Jackson, Lona, 73, died 04/06/19.
Service is pending.
Lingenfelter, Bruce,
67, died 03/17/19. Service was held 04/06/19 at
Trinity Lutheran Church
Marck, Melissa, 54, died 04/02/19.
Service is pending
Micheaux-Ware,
Danell, 57, died
03/18/19. Service was
held 03/22/19 at Biglow
Funeral Home Chapel

Blake, Christa, 60, died 03/19/19.
Service was held 03/28/19 at First
AME Church, KCK

Hoyt, Eugene, 72, died 04/04/19.
Service was held 04/11/19 at Old Mission Mortuary Chapel.

Carswell, Rev. Lewis, 81, died
03/24/19. Service was held 03/30/19
at First Baptist Church, KCK

Kuhlman, Fred, 100, died
03/21/19. Service was held 03/26/19
at United Methodist Church.

Certain, Helen, 77, died 03/25/19.
Service was held 04/04/19 at
Thatcher’s Funeral Chapel, KCK

Tribue, Marjorie, 96, died
04/03/19. Service was held 04/06/19
at Old Mission Cemetery.

Fields, Leroy, 75, died 03/18/19.
Service was held 03/29/19 at Independent Baptist Church, Leavenworth.

Wotham, Diara, died 04/03/19. No
further information.

Peavy, Paul, 71, died 03/13/19.
Service was held 04/05/19 at
Thatcher’s Funeral Chapel, KCK

Peaceful Rest
Topeka
Cushinberry, Terry, 68, died
03/26/19. No further details.
Douglas (Green), Lenora, 50, died
03/29/19. Service was held 04/06/19
at St. Mark’s AME Church, Topeka
Galloway, John, 78, died 03/20/19.
Service was held 03/29/19 at Victory
Bible Church, Lawrence.
Gardenhire, Alex, 105, died
04/01/19. Service will be at 11 a.m.
on 04/12/19 at Peaceful Rest Funeral
Chapel, 401 SW Harrison, Topeka
Steele (Ray), Heloice, 89, died
04/01/19. Service will be at 10 a.m.
on 04/13/19 at Antioch Missionary

Williams, Ronald, 63, died
03/18/19. Service was held 03/23/19
at Stranger’s Rest Baptist Church, KCK

316 681-1155

Boatman, Emma, 80, died
03/31/19. Service was held 04/06/19
at St. James Missionary Baptist
Church.

Henderson, Regina,
40, died 04/06/19. Service is pending.

Gerant, Alan, 63, died 04/02/19.
Service was held 04/10/19 at Old Mission Mortuary Chapel.

OR CALL

Belcher, Dylan, 29, died 04/01/19.
Service was held 04/06/19 at Glenville
Baptist Church.

Hawkins, Jr., Wilbert,
60, died 03/31/19. Service was held 04/06/19
at Biglow Funeral Home
Chapel.

Kansas City

THE COMMUNITY VOICE

Gomez, Adolfo “Junior”, 58, died
03/26/19. Service is pending. He is
survived by: Mother; Maria Garrett, Sons; Jeremiah & David Gomez,
Trevor Beeson, Daughters; Hannatt

Wichita

Harper, Susie, 84, died
03/24/19. Service was
held 03/30/19 at College
Crest Church of Christ.

Thatcher Funeral

|

Childers, Karen, 65, died
03/24/19. She was a retired Textron crew chief. Service was held
03/30/19 at Jackson Mortuary Chapel.
She is survived by: Children; Marquisha, Antione and LaKara Childers,
Brothers and Sister; Charolette &
Michael Henderson, Vincent Miller &
Martin Miller.

R J Bethea

Guitz, Amiel, 88, died
03/21/19. Service was
held 03/28/19 at Kansas
Veterans Cemetery

Boor, Shelby, 19, died 03/28/19.
No service details.
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Black, Michael Anthony, 56, died
3/26/19. He was a U.S. National
Guard Veteran. Service was held
4/6/19 at House of Prayer. He is
survived by: mother; Mother JoAnn
Baker, Father; Redell Coleman, son;
Harrison Black, daughter; Olivia
Black, sisters; Veronica Payne, Dimetria Atkins, Alkeela Baker & Crystal
Baker-Turner, Karen English, Shelly
Allen, Donna Coleman, Shannon
Coleman, Felicia Coleman & Stephanie
Patrick

Wallace, Helen, 86, died 03/23/19.
Service was held 04/1/19 at Jehovah
Baptist Church. She is survived by:
Daughters; Dorothy Mims, Barbara
Brown, Debra Means, Dettie Pouncil
& Monica Roseborough, Brother: Alva
Mims, and Sister; Betty Brown.

Arrington, “Baby”
Karmello, 15 months,
died 03/22/19. Service
was held 04/02/19 at St.
Luke COGIC.

ADCOPY@TCVPUB.COM

Baker, Birdie “Peaches”, 78, died
03/23/19. Service was held 03/30/19
at Jackson Mortuary Chapel. She is
survived by: Sons; Vincent, Sandy,
Arnold, James & Victor, Daughters;
Willie Mae Baker, Linda Lewis and
Sister; Francis Reid

Murry, Major, 86, died 04/04/19.
He was a United States Army Veteran.
Service will be held at 11 a.m. on
04/13/19 at St James Baptist Church,
1350 N. Ash. He is survived by: Wife;
Norma Murry, Daughters; Gloria Ford
& Rosalind Murry and Son; Ray Murry

Wichita

Wichita

Baptist Church 1100 SW Washington,
Topeka.

MEMORIALS @

Barber-Hannah, Gail Ann, 57, died
3/28/19. Service was held 4/6/19 at
Greater Holy Temple COGIC. She is
survived by: Children Shorri Barber,
Marticha McClellan, Richard McClellan & Delana Cleveland and Brothers
& Sisters Richard Garland, Reginald
Garland, Curtis Phillips, Stacey Phillips, Bridget Phillips, Marcus & Natalie
Phillips.

Old Mission

OBITUARIES

Arnold, Jr., Jeremy, 19, died
3/26/19. Service was held 04/06/19
at Tabernacle Bible Church. He is
survived by: Father; Jeremy C. Arnold,
Sr., Mother; Gabriella Tisdale-Brooks,
Brothers; Issac & Nathan Arnold, Sisters; Jazmine Brooks, Jaden Tisdale,
Justice Tisdale & Dorothy Arnold and
Grandparents; Leon P. Tisdale, Ricky
Arnold, Sam & Lisa Roberson & Jeff
Gist.

Muhammad, Haleema, 76, died
3/27/19. She was a retired Occupational Therapist. A memorial service
was held 3/27/19. She is survived
by: spouse; Lawrence Caldwell,
Sr., children; Ayeisha Lee, Rachelle
Caldwell-Ross, Lawrence Caldwell, Jr.,
Esau Caldwell, Clara Caldwell-Dean,
Moses, JoMira & Lula Caldwell, brothers and sisters; Eddie Frank, Paul,
John Kenneth, Bonnie, Sudanya Kirk,
JoAnn Kerr-Manley, Royce, Robert &
Freddie Kirk.

Biglow Funeral

FOR

Wichita

Gomez, Faith & Olivia Gomez.

E-MAIL US FOR PRICING

Jackson
Mortuary
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Johnson Publishing Files Bankruptcy
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ARTS & CULTURE

•FashionFairCosmeticsusersmayfindithardifnotimpossible
to find their product anymore.

J

ohnson Publishing Co., former
owner of the iconic Ebony and Jet
magazines that helped changed
the negative image of black people
portrayed by U.S. media, filed for
bankruptcy liquidation Tuesday in a
federal court in Chicago.
The bankruptcy filing only affects
Fashion Fair Cosmetics and JPC’s
famously historic photo archives. JPC
sold both Ebony and Jet in 2016.
When early news releases incorrectly
reported JPC as the current owner,

the current owners – Ebony Media
Operations, LLC, were quick to demand
a retraction.
In announcing the Chapter 7
bankruptcy petition, the company
said it was "caught in a tidal wave of
marketplace changes and business
issues which, despite exhaustive efforts,
could not be overcome." The issues
included the bankruptcy of a major
retailer that carried its Fashion Fair
Cosmetics line, a "costly recall"

See JOHNSON page 18

PATHWAY TO PROSPERITY
Keynote Speaker
Vercie Lark

Author: “Make it Rain”
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African American Economics: Real Facts 2019
•AfricanAmericansBelieveintheAmericanDream,Evenif •33%havelessthanonemonthof
funds saved for a crisis and less than
They’reNotLivingit
25%haveamassedmorethansix

B

lack families are more confident about achieving the American
Dream than the
general population. However,
African Americans fall short
on executing
life-changing
measures such
as accumulating wealth,
being better
prepared for
retirement and
building up
savings. Here
are a few facts
(and advice)
about African
American economics:
Some 84% believe the American
Dream means financial security; 78%
in not living paycheck-to-paycheck;
and 77% in
owning a
home.
Still, based
on a new
State of the
American
Family Study by
Massachusetts
Mutual Life
Insurance
Co. (MassMutual),
many Af-

rican Americans don’t have tangible
assets needed to make those goals

happen now.
The study revealed a disconnect
between African Americans’ financial
situations and their hope toward the
future. The report disclosed some
pitfalls tied to African Americans’
personal finances including high debt,
low savings and a lower likelihood of
wide financial product ownership. In
turn, the financial disparities and the
wealth gap possibly explain why 31%
surveyed are convinced the American
Dream may be fading away.
Some key findings from the survey:
•Outsideofretirementaccounts,
only 37% of African Americans own
wealth-building products such as
stocks and mutual funds.
•Only35%believetheyaredoinga
good job of preparing for retirement.

months’ of emergency savings.
•58%areactivelyinvolvedineducating their children on
finances versus 48% of
Caucasians. Forty-percent
rely on family members
for information
“The study shows
African Americans
want to improve their
financial situations and
are hopeful about the
future,” said Evan Taylor,
African American market
director, MassMutual. “At
the same time, it sheds
light on the financial
struggles and inequities
that the African American
community continues to
battle. Those contradictions indicate a need for greater
financial education and discipline for
the whole family to achieve economic
success. In fact, the biggest financial
regret expressed by respondents was
that they wished they had started saving and investing sooner.”
The State of the American Familysurveyconsistedof3,235total
interviews with Americans, including
482 African American respondents.
The vast majority of these interviews
(2,730) were conducted with men
andwomenaged25-64withincomes
equaltoorgreaterthan$50,000and
withdependentsunderage26for
whom they are financially responsible.
Respondents had to contribute at least
40% to decisions regarding financial
matters in their household to qualify.

AFRICAN AMERICAN
IN PURSUIT OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
63%

OF AFRICAN
FAMILIES HAVE
CONFIDENCE IN
ACHIEVING
THE AMERICAN
DREAM

31%

OF AFRICAN
FAMILIES BELIEVE
THE AMERICAN
DREAM IS
DISAPPEARING

77%

OF AFRICAN
FAMILIES SAID
OWNING THEIR
HOME IS A
KEY TO THEIR
AMERICAN
DREAM

MORE THAN 4 IN 5
AFRICAN AMERICAN FAMILIES DEFINE THE
AMERICAN DREAM AS FINANCIAL SECURITY FOR
THEMSELVES AND THEIR FAMILY
HOWEVER, LESS THAN HALF
FEEL CONFIDENT THAT THEY CAN
ACHIEVE THIS
AFRICAN AMERICAN
PARENTS ARE MOST
ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN
EDUCATING THEIR
CHILD(REN) ON
FINANCES LIKELY
BECAUSE THEY WITH
THEIR PARENTS
TAUGHT THEM MORE
ABOUT MONEY
THE AVERAGE AFRICAN AMERICAN HAS
MORE GOOD DEBT THAN BAD DEBT
$10,600
CREDIT CARD
DEBT

JUST 1

$47,660
STUDENT
LOAN DEBT

$163,100
MORTGAGE
DEBT

IN 5

AFRICAN AMERICAN
FAMILIES
ARE PREPARED FOR A
FINANCIAL EMERGENCY
WITH MORE THAN 6
MONTHS OF EXPENSES
SAVED

RETIREMENT IS A CONCERN
FOR AFRICAN AMERICAN
FAMILIES

FINANCIAL LITERACY
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58% of Americans Have Less Than $1,000 in Savings FF3
•Seewhat’skeepingthemfromsavingmore.
By Cameron Huddleston
Go Banking Rates

S

less than $1,000 in savings increased
slightly to 58% from 57% in 2017.
The percentage of Americans with
absolutely nothing in a savings account
did drop to 32 % from 39 % in 2017.
While this is a positive sign, Thacker
isn’t too encouraged.

Previous GOBankingRates surveys
found that women were more frequent-

count. That trend continues in 2018.
To find out why this year’s survey
also asked respondents what obstacles
are preventing them from saving and
what they’d be willing to sacrifice to
reach their savings goals. For those
who are setting aside cash, the poll
sought to find out what they are saving
for and what resources have helped
them manage their savings.

ly in a tough financial position. Women
have less money saved in an emergency
fund, for example. The savings survey
confirmed that fact.
More women have less than
$1,000 in savings — 62% of women
compared to 53% of men. At the other
end of the spectrum, a full 13% of men
have more than $50,000 in savings,
compared to just 6% of women.

THE OVERALL SAVINGS RATE ISN’T
IMPROVING

MILLENNIALS ARE DOING A
BETTER JOB OF SAVING THAN
OLDER GENERATIONS

APRIL 2019

When it comes to saving, older
generations could learn a thing or two
from millennials. Aside from adults 65
and older, millennials have the smallest
percentage of respondents with less
than $1,000 saved.
Young millennials, ages 18 -24,
actually have the smallest percentage of
respondents (along with adults 65 and
older) with $0 saved — 26%. That’s
a significant improvement over 2017,
when 46 % of young millennials said
they had $0 saved.
On the flip side, Generation Xers
ages 35 to 44 appear to be having the
hardest time saving money. Among this
age group, 37% have $0 in a savings

To find out why the savings rate
is low, the survey asked, “What
obstacle(s) are keeping you from saving more money each month?” The top
response — with 31% choosing it —
was “I’m living paycheck to paycheck.”
This isn’t surprising considering that
another GOBankingRates survey found
that always living paycheck to paycheck
is Americans’ biggest money fear after

never being able to retire. TD Bank’s
Love & Money survey found nearly
identical results: 34% of respondents
said living paycheck to paycheck was
keeping them from meeting their
financial goals.
Gen Xers ages 45 to 54 and Baby
Boomers ages 55 to 65 — adults who
supposedly are in their prime earning years — were more likely than
other age groups to claim that living
paycheck to paycheck was their biggest
obstacle to saving. And women were
much more likely than men to say
that they weren’t saving because
they were living paycheck to paycheck — 35% versus 26%.
The second-most-common savings obstacle respondents named
was a low salary, which can go
hand in hand with living paycheck
to paycheck. Not surprisingly, millennials — who are just starting
out in their careers — were more
likely than older generations to
claim that a low salary was preventing them from saving more.

|

This year, GOBankingRates asked
more than 5,000 adults, “How much
money do you have saved in your
savings account?” Respondents could
choose from one of seven options:
The survey found that 58 % of respondents had less than $1,000 saved.
“It’s always concerning when a large
part of the population is seemingly
living paycheck to paycheck because
when unexpected personal or financial
hardships occur, it can be challenging
to recover without adequate savings,”
Jason Thacker, head of consumer deposits and payments at TD Bank, said.
For the most part, there was very little improvement from last year’s survey.
In fact, the percentage of adults with

IT’S HARDER FOR WOMEN TO
SAVE THAN MEN

LOW SALARIES AND LIVING PAYCHECK TO PAYCHECK MAKE IT HARD
TO SAVE

FINANCIAL FREEDOM

aving money continues to be a
challenge for Americans. That’s
the finding of GOBankingRates’
most recent savings survey.
Since 2015, GOBankingRates has
asked Americans how much they have
in savings. Each year, the survey results
have shown that a majority of adults
don’t even have $1,000 in a savings ac-

account. And older Gen Xers ages 45
to 54 have the highest percentage of
respondents of any age group with less
than $1,000 saved — 62%.
“We all know the cost of living has
increased over time, but this generation
is also saddled with what I’ll call lifestyle debt — consumer debt, housing
debt, school debt, etc.,” Thacker said.
“We know that the cost of education
has drastically increased and outpaced
incomes over time, so I definitely think
these and other factors are at play.”
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How to Save Money With
Seven Savings Wins
•No“ultrafrugality”tips,noguilt.Justactionablewaysto
savemoneyintherealworld.Gettheexactstrategiesand
scripts to save money today.
By Rami Sethi
Iwillteachyoutoberich.com

I want to show you some of the biggest wins you can earn after learning
how to save money now.

L

MONEY SAVING WIN #1:
Automate your finances

earning how to save money is a
big part of living a Rich Life.
And contrary to popular
belief, it isn’t just aimlessly tucking
money away in a savings account or
under your bed. It’s about:
•Goodgoalsetting
•Practicalsystems
•Humanpsychology
Knowing how to save money allows
us to invest in the things we want
in the future (e.g., college tuition
for your kids, a down payment on a
home, wedding expenses). These are
what we call Big Wins — and they’re
the backbone of why we save money.

One reason we don’t regularly save
money is due to the pain of putting
money into our savings accounts each
month.
It’s the reason why cutting out lattes
or skipping lunch is a terrible way to
save more money.
And so, just like cutting out luscious, perfectly foamed lattes, we
might put away money for savings
once or twice — but if we have to
make the decision EVERY paycheck,
we’re setting ourselves up to fail.
That’s why automated finances
work so well. You can start to domi-

Salary

Wedding

Checking Account

Roth IRA

2%

Down Payment 29%
on House
Vacation

1%

Credit Card
Regular Bills
(Netflix, gym)

|
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Savings

401(k)

Miscellaneous Bills
Bills that can’t be
paid on credit cards
(rent, utilities)

FINANCIAL FREEDOM

Guilt free spending

Part of your salary goes into your 401(k)
2nd of the month

The rest of your salary is direct-deposited
into your checking account

5th of the month

Automatic transfer from checking to savings account
Automatic transfer from checking account to Roth IRA
Automatic payment of bills crom checking account
and credit cards

7th of the month

Automatic transfer from checking account to pay off
credit card bills

What Does Financial
Wellness Look Like?

nate your finances by having your
For families in the Mass Mutual Survey (FF2), the HEART of the American
system passively do the right thing
Dream is financial wellness. American families tend to view financial wellness
in terms of certain priorities.
for you. Instead of thinking about
The 2018 study reveals five common financial priorities:
saving every day — set it and forget
• Having an emergency fund (SAVINGS)
it.
• Feeling confident in both short-term and long-term financial decision making
To do this, you need just one hour
• Not carrying a lot of debt
to follow these steps:
• Being financially prepared for the unexpected (SAVINGS)
• Not living paycheck to paycheck (SAVINGS)
STEP 1: Set up your bills so
Since three of the five financial priorities relate back to building savings and
they’re sent to you on the 1st of
reserves, we’re beginning there with IDEAS ON HOW TO SAVE MONEY.
the month
This is assuming you’re being
paid on the first of the month. If not,
to contribute goes up occasionally.
new friend.
just adjust the day accordingly.
Currently, you can contribute up to
MONEY SAVING WIN #2:
Call your credit card, electric com- $5,500 each year.
Negotiate
your bills
pany, internet service provider, Netflix,
Savings acOnce
you
have your finances autowhatever, and have
count: Here,you
mated,
the
next
step in learning how
them bill you on that
should use “subto
save
money
is
to negotiate for lower
date. This streamsaving accounts”
prices
on
your
bills.
lines the process and
for long-term goals
It’s a little-known fact that you can
allows you to know
like your wedding,
negotiate
many of your bills with a
when exactly your
vacation, or down
one-time
phone
call. In fact, you can
bills need to be paid.
payment on your
saveHUNDREDSamonthonbillsfor
Money
saving
win
#1:
There may be a
house (more on
your:
Automation
couple of months of
this later). Many
•Carinsurance
Money saving win #2:
odd billing as your
banks provide
•Cellphoneplan
Negotiation
accounts adjust, but
the option to
•Gymmembership(lesslikelybut
it will smooth itself
Money saving win #3:
create smaller sub- still possible)
out after that.
The A La Carte Method
accounts in your
•Cable
STEP 2: Set up
Money saving win #4:
normal savings
•Creditcard
your contributions
Lower your rent
account — perfect
It’s simple too. There are only three
to your 401k
for goal setting.
Money saving win #5:
things you need to do to negotiate with
Before your payCredit card:
Prepay your debt
these companies on fees and rates:
check even arrives
Make automatic
CALLTHEMUP.
Money saving win #6:
into your checking
payments for
The envelope method
Tell them, “I’m a great customer,
account, make sure
recurring serand
I’d hate to have to leave because
Money saving win #7:
that you have your
vices like Netflix,
of a simple money issue.”
Use
a
sub-savings
account
401k plan set up
Birchbox, and gym
Ask, “What can you do for me to
with your employer
memberships using lower my rates?”
and that you’re at
your credit card.
MONEY SAVING WIN #3:
least putting in enough money to colLog into your credit card’s website
Implement
the A La Carte
lect the employer match. It means that and set up automatic payments with
Method
for every (pre-tax!) dollar you conyour checking account so your credit
ThisisaGREATmethodtosave
tribute your company will match that
card bill is paid off each month. You
money on services for which you have
amount up to a certain percentage.
can rest assured that you will have
a subscription, like:
This ensures that you’re taking
enough money in your checking be•Netflix
full advantage of what is essentially
cause you’ve already set up automatic
•Gymmemberships
free money from your employer. Let
payments with everything else.
•Spotify
them help you save more money for
Misc. bills: These are for bills
•AmazonPrime
retirement.
that can’t be paid off with a credit
•Magazines
STEP 3: Automate your checking card such as rent, electric, water, and
“But Ramit, how am I supposed to
account
gas. Set it up so that your checking
giveupmyNetflixaccountorAmazon
Once your paycheck actually araccount automatically sends funds
Prime?!”
rives into your checking account, the
to these four areas on your bank’s
Well, chances are you’re WAY overmoney will now go into 4 different
website — or you can just call your
paying for these things anyway.
places:
bank and have them do it for you. Or
In fact, a conservative estimate
Roth IRA: Like your 401k, you’re
you could go to the bank in person,
shows that we spend over $1,800/year
going to want to max it out as much as sort out your accounts and make a
See SAVINGS WINS, page F5
possible. The amount you are allowed

How to Save
Money With
7 Wins

SAVINGS WINS,
from page FF4
on subscriptions alone.
The convenience is undeniable —
subscriptions are a fantastic way to
automate our lives.
BUT in this case the automation is
working for THEM and not for YOU.
When was the last time you scrutinized your monthly subscriptions and
canceled one?
Probably never. Yet compare this to
any time you went out shopping, saw
something you liked, but didn’t buy it.
Read that again. It’s the key to
cutting your spending through your
subscription items you’re probably
not getting very much value out of.
Which is why I suggest the A La
Carte Method.
The basic idea of this system is to
cancel all your discretionary subscriptions — magazines, Spotify, Netflix —
and buy what you need a la carte.
Instead of paying for a ton of movies and shows you’ll never watch on
Netflix, buy only the shows you want to
watch on Amazon or iTunes for $1.99.
•Buyadaypassforthegymeach
time you go (around $5 – $10).
•BuysongsasyouwantfromAma-

zon or iTunes for $0.99 each.
This FORCES you to be conscious
with your spending —you will have to
actively think about each charge you
make when it comes to buying a song
or TV show.
Of course, this isn’t for everyone. I
encourage you to use this if you find
yourself short on cash and wondering
why you can’t save more money each
month.
If after about two months, you find
yourself spending enough money on
these items to justify the subscription,
by all means pick it up again. If not,
then you’ve saved yourself some major
cash.

MONEY SAVING WIN #4:
Lower your rent
Your rent is NOT fixed and beyond
negotiation. Like your bills, rent can
be negotiated and lowered too. This
is one of the biggest misconceptions
there is to renting.
The key to that is going into it with
the right mindset and preparation.
Here are five steps you can start
taking today to lower your rent:
STEP 1: Determine the exact rent
reduction you want
Before you even call up your land-

lord, make sure you have a goal in
mind — whether it be a certain price
or percentage you would like to see
negotiated.
When you know what you want,
not only can you communicate that
crisply to your landlord, but you can
also demonstrate WHY they should
accept less.
STEP 2: Have something ready in
return
You can’t just tell your landlord “I
want to take $200 per month off my
rent” and expect them NOT to laugh in
your face … you have to be ready to
offer something in return.
Why would your landlord benefit
from your lowered rent?
Here are a few things many landlords will happily lower rents for:
•Prepaymonthsinadvance
•Signanextendedlease
•Offertoextendthetermination
notice from 30 days to 60 or 90 days
•Offertogiveupyourparkingspace
if you don’t have a car
•Promisenottosmokeintheapartment thereby saving the landlord
money when you move out
•Promisenottokeeppetsevenif
they’re allowed

•Makeadealforreferralsifthey
have low occupancy
If you know what they want and
can offer it to them, your chances of
succeeding in negotiation increases
significantly.
STEP 3: Practice. Practice. Practice.
Meaning, if you’re new to negotiations, don’t try to go against a reluctant landlord — yet.
Negotiation is a skill, and like any
other skill, you need to practice to get
good at it. I suggest you negotiate your
credit card and bills before tackling
this.

MONEY SAVING WIN #5:
PREPAY YOUR DEBT TO SAVE
THOUSANDS
If you have student loans, you can
actually save thousands of dollars
each year — by spending more each
month.
“Uh, but how can I possibly

save more by spending more?”
Well let’s say you have a $10,000
student loan, at a 6.8% interest rate
and a 10-year repayment period.
If you go with the standard monthly
payment, you’ll pay around $115/
month.
But check out how much you can
save per year if you paid just $100
more each month:
(extra payment on debt)
Even prepaying $20 more per
month can save you HUGE amounts of
money.
If you can prepay even a small
amount more per month, the benefits
can be significant. See for yourself
by calculating your savings using this
calculator.
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SEE: Money Saving Win
#6 & #7 Page FF11
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FF Diversify Your Income to Generate
6 More Wealth for Your Family
By Vercie Lark
Author, “Make it Rain”
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S

ome of you may remember this
verse from a song written so
long ago as part of the movie
sound track from the “The Greatest”, the original movie sound track
about Mohammad Ali’s life, sung by
George Benson and later remade by
Whitney Houston.
I know you’re probably thinking
by now, where’s Vercie going with
this Financial Freedom Tip. How
is this history lesson about a boxer
and a song track from an old movie
going to help me with my finances?
I thought Vercie was sharing tips
about money, not social or moral
issues?
Whether you’re a high-profile
athlete, entertainer, politician, or
a simply hardworking person who
loves his company never pin too
much of your hopes and financial
future on one source of income.
Life changes in an instant and so can
the income you receive from that
great company you’ve been so loyal
to for so long.
Wealthy people build their wealth
by creating multiple sources of
income to invest or simply create a
pay raise for themselves. Most use
passive income (income from real
estate, business investments, stocks,
bonds and etc.). This week’s Freedom Tip provides tips to help you
create new income streams using
simple; proven solutions.

FINANCIAL FREEDOM TIP #1: Buy
income replacement insurance if
needed – Purchase replacement
insurance if you haven’t saved a
sufficient amount of money to meet
your living expenses during an
emergency. I purchased this type of
insurance to protect my family from
financial ruin while I was younger
until we accumulated enough cash
in the bank to meet our expenses
for many months due to job loss or
extended illness. Depending on your
current age, employment situation,
wealth and income needs this may
be a viable option to consider.
FINANCIAL FREEDOM TIP #2: Sell
gently-used stuff at the local flea

market – Don’t be a hoarder. We all
have valuable stuff lying around the
house in closets, in the basement,
in kitchen cabinets, in the garage
that others will buy. Often we get
fed up with all the clutter and call

“

for offers. If you’re young and want
to be a billionaire by doing this,
you can. I know a billionaire who
started off investing in real estate
after working as a grocery store bag
boy, and later a store manager out of

I believe the children are the future. Teach them well and let them
lead the way. A lonely place to be
so I learned to depend on me.
Verse from “The Greatest” movie sound track

“1-800-Got Junk”, donate it, or take
it to the trash dump. That’s poor
person thinking. Take pictures of
the stuff you’ve been hoarding, put it
on Facebook’s market site and make
money from it. Remember, one
person’s junk is another person’s
treasure.
FINANCIAL FREEDOM TIP #3:
Become an Amazon or eBay seller
– Visit local stores and buy durable
items that are on sale (not the latest
clothing). Sell the items as soon
as the next season at the local flea
market or online. I’ve read about
some people who have turned this
idea into several-thousand-dollar
businesses after realizing how easy
it is to do. Big retailers (Walmart,
Target, Kohls, K-Mart …) discount
stuff just after the season ends. With
a little planning you can buy stuff
people need in the future for 3050% off and sell it next season and
make out like a bandit. If you want
to go big you can go online and buy
stuff in bulk after each season ends
and focus on selling just a few types
of items.
FINANCIAL FREEDOM TIP #4: Invest
in residential real estate – Many millionaires use real estate investing or
selling real estate to create additional income. I recommend taking a
course to obtain a real estate license
to help you find bargain properties
to fix and flip or rent. Realtors get
access to properties before they are
placed on the public market and if
you hustle you can find great deals
to flip or rent without competing

”

college. If only I knew then what I
know now…?
FINANCIAL FREEDOM TIP #
5: Perform Seasonal Work Side
Hustle – Work on your own or for a
local company part time, especially
seasonal work, to create a second
source of income. During summers, tax season, Christmas, and
after kids go back to school in the
fall, employers are always looking
for people to fill jobs part time.
There’s are lucrative opportunities
to perform home maintenance jobs
including mowing lawns, clearing snow, painting houses, power
washing (clean) decks and siding,
and etc.
FINANCIAL FREEDOM TIP #6: I
recently read an article by author
Tom Corley related to a study of millionaires, and it indicated that most
gain wealth by creating multiple income streams. When I read it I said
to myself, “What the heck, he’s spot
on.” I did that and it surely helped
on my journey!
Given today’s business climate
anyone who thinks they can rely
solely on their company or the
kindness of their boss to take care
of their financial needs for life is
mistaken. Your future is in your
hands. Don’t rely solely on your
employer to be there when you need
help. Diversify your income stream
to earn more money and invest more
to secure your financial future.
Anyone can be a rain maker once
they know how. Remember to go
out there and Make It Rain! 

Join Us for Our 6th Annual
Financial Freedom Expo
We got 99 problems and too
much money ain’t one!
~Kenya
Last year GoBankingRates survey uncovered the alarming fact that 58% of Americans have less than $1,000 in their savings
accounts and what’s more, 32% have no
savings at all! Those facts are alarming,
but we don’t have to allow our past or our
present condition to control our future.
“When we know better we do better,”
so come learn how by joining us for the
6th Annual Financial Freedom Expo
--“Pathway to Prosperity.”
The “Pathway” must include saving
and investing, growing your credit score, buying a home,
diversifying your income, branding and marketing your side hustle, and maximizing
your social security benefits. Whatever path you want to take, come learn more
about it at our Financial Freedom Expo on Sat., April 27 in Wichita
There will be fun supervised learning activities for youth in the “Kids Zone,”
lunch is free, and loads of opportunity to win cash and prizes.
We all want to get on the pathway to prosperity, figuring out how doesn’t have
to be hard, it can even be fun. So, come out April 27th and let’s get on the right
path together!
Yours in service,

Kenya
Cox
Kenya Cox, President
Kansas State Conference of NAACP Branches
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1-1:45 pm

2-2:45 pm

Build and Protect
Your Credit Like
a Pro

Build and Protect
Your Credit Like a
Pro

Consumer Credit Counseling
Service

Consumer Credit Counseling Service

Tips for building
Your Rainy Day
Fund

Financial Literacy
for Youth

Marquis Murphy, YEEP

Pursuing Home
Ownership
Leonard Wilkins
Mr. Real Estate

Building Your
Brand to Grow
Your Business

Steve Howard, Director Brand
Engagement RSM Marketing

Tips on Being a
Success in the Rental
Housing Business
Leonard Wilkins
Mr Real Estate

Creating Amazing
Social Media
Marketing for Your
Business

Sue Tirukonda, Cordell Wealth

Rhonda Sullivan, Kansas Legal
Services

Protecting Yourself from Fraud
& Scams

Financial Planning
for Women: “Why
It’s Different.”

Kansas AARP

Sue Tirukonda, Cordell Wealth
Management

Looking for a Summer Job?
Learn the “Keys to Employment”
Presented by Youth Employment Project 2019
Workforce Centers of SouthCentral KS

......Kids Zone ......
Programming and activities just for kids

3 :00 - 3:30 p.m.
Prizes

WIN:
• A chance in the money machine -- Grab all
the money you can
• Spin the money
wheel, or
• Win door prize
drawings.
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ercie Lark grew up in a family of seven in one of the poorest
areas of Dayton, OH, where he began his
journey to become a multi-millionaire. He
earned an electrical engineering degree from
Wright State University while working part time as
a laborer, before securing his first full-time job at
Monsanto Research Corporation.
He began investing a portion of his earnings
for retirement and, with his wife Lisa, accumulated millions of dollars in personal wealth over the
course of their lifetime. Like most people who
amass great wealth, Vercie learned through
lots of trial, error, and losses before figuring
out the simple solutions contained in his new
book, “Make It Rain.”
Vercie has always had passion for giving
and a strong desire to help others fulfill their dreams by
volunteering his time, mentoring, and donating portions of his family’s
wealth to various causes. It is Vercie’s passion for giving and his desire
to help others improve their financial well-being that led to the creation
of “Make It Rain,” a simple 10-step how to guide for anyone to follow
and create a better life for themselves, their family, and the people in
their community.
In travels across the country, he noticed the disparity between areas
with large, thriving companies and impoverished neighborhoods, sometimes just a few miles away.
“My goal is to teach people how to invest effectively so that they will
ultimately be able to invest in their own communities,” Lark said. “And
of course, fulfill their own dreams.” 
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Maximizing Your
Social Security
Benefits

Vercie Lark
Multi-millionaire, Author
“Make it Rain: Increase Your Wealth
and Financial Security”

Author Vercie Lark Shares Tips
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Presented by: Mister Cool Money & the Gang
Youth Educational Empowerment Program

Keenen Smith, Smith Heights Inc.
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FF Beyond Savings Accounts:
8 •Ano-nonsensetakeonhowstockswork,buyingbonds,
andthebestwaytoinvestinstocksandbondsforaRich
Life.
By Rami Sethi
Iwillteachyoutoberich.com

“

Most people
think that investing is “picking
stocks” but most
wealthy people
don’t do that.

FINANCIAL FREEDOM

to believe this.
Thanks to Hollywood and the (annoying) talking heads on cable news,
we’ve come to think of investment as
a maniacal creature that’s not suited
for the average person…
…and many of us just don’t understand exactly how investing works.
That’s why I want to dispel some of
those myths and notions surrounding
investing by focusing on some of the
most common topics you’ll hear when
it comes to investments:

HOW DO STOCKS WORK?
When you own a company’s

Remember: A good
company isn’t necessarily a
good stock!
For any stock, you’re going to need a deeper analysis than “I think khakis
from Gap are awesome, so
I’ll buy stock from them!”
Instead, you’re going to
want to look at 5 different
areas:
Trends: Are sales
increasing from this time
last year? 2 years ago? 5
years ago?
Products: Is the future
bright in terms of upcoming product development? What news
have you heard about their future

stock, you own part of that company.
Stocks are also called equity for that
reason — you own a tiny piece of the
company.
•Stockbasics
•Choosingtherightstock
•Stockresearchresources
Stock Basics
If the company does well, your
stock will do well. You can buy and
sell whenever you want through your
broker or self-serve sites like E*Trade
or TD Ameritrade.
Inevitably, whenever I’m teaching
someone about the basics
of stocks, someone will
pipe up with a myriad questions like these:
“What stocks should I
•How do stocks work?
buy?”
“Is X company a good
•What is a bond?
investment?”
•A no-nonsense look at
“Is $XX too much for this
stock?”
Investing for your future
First thing’s first: SLOW
This article isn’t going to be about which stocks
DOWN.
are hot right nor what sort of investment strategy
Before you make an investis going to make you into a zillionaire today.
ment in any sort of
stock, you’re going to
want to stop and make
sure you understand how to go
products?
about making a decision of what
Revenues/profits/growth/earnstock to buy.
ings per share: The real financial
nuts and bolts of a stock. These are
CHOOSING THE RIGHT STOCK
intimidating at first. Luckily, many
The simplest way to narrow
sites will guide you through it.
down the universe of stock opInsider trading: Are senior extions is to think of companies you
ecutives
at the company buying more
like and use.
stocks (indicating they have confiTake some time right now to
dence in the company) or selling?
write down 15 companies you use
Management: Is management
and return to time after time.
good?
What is the turnover? What
Think of everything. For example:
is
their
philosophy and ability to
Food:WholeFoods,Conagra,
execute?
Shake Shack
You can get all of this information
Clothing:UnderArmour,Limited
online
for free — and you’d be wise
Brands, Etsy
to do as much research as you posServices:IBM,UPS
Technology: Apple, Microsoft, Snap sibly can. If you see a reason to doubt
a company based on any of the areas
Entertainment: Disney, Live Nation,
above, avoid that stock.
Netflix
Transportation:Tesla,Ford,CSX
STOCK RESEARCH RESOURCES
Corporation
Here are some great websites to
Instead of 5,000 stock options to
help you start out:
choose from, you now have 15 comInvestopedia: The be-all-end-all
panies you could possibly invest in.
investment resource for beginners

”
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Investing is the single most crucial
thing you can do to ensure your financial future — and the sooner you
start, the easier it is to get rich.
Straight up!! There’s more than 100
years of evidence in the stock market
that suggests this.
And yet, people still don’t understand what investing is exactly. Folks
seem to think there is some magical
way to make a fortune with stocks and
bonds. From what I’ve seen, the two
things people get most wrong about
investing are thinking:
It’s a 24-hour Wolf-of-WallStreet-style party where traders
make millions of dollars daily while
screaming “SELL! SELL!!” into a
phone.
Investments are incredibly risky
because all the pundits scream “financial crisis!” at even the slightest dips
in the markets.
And, frankly, you have every reason

About Stocks and Bonds

Beyond Savings Accounts

Yahoo Finance: Lets you view the
standard details about any stock
The Motley Fool: Great for firsttime investors
At first all of the charts, earnings, and balance sheets will be
incredibly confusing — but the
more you look into them the more
you’ll start to get a good sense
of what’s going on. It just takes
practice

ADVANTAGES OF STOCKS You
can really make some money if
your stock is good. If your stock is
excellent, you can really beat the
market. You can pick the stock in
an industry you understand. Also,
your money is liquid, which means
you can access it at any time by
selling your stock.
DISADVANTAGES OF STOCKS Unfortunately, if a company does poorly, so
does your stock. Because a stock isn’t
diversified, that can mean disaster for
you (although you can easily reduce
your risk by picking bigger, solid
companies).
Also, most people think that
investing is “picking stocks” but most
wealthy people don’t do that — and
I’ll show you what they DO do later in
this article.

WHAT ARE BONDS?
BondsarelikeIOUsthatyouget
from banks. You are lending them
money in exchange for a fixed amount
of interest.
•Bondbasics
•Advantagesofbonds
•Disadvantagesofbonds

BOND BASICS
If you buy a 1-year bond, the bank
says, “Hey, if you lend me $100, we’ll

give you $102 back in a year.”
The approximate current rate of
return for a 2-year bond is about 2%.
Overall, bonds are:
Extremely stable
Guaranteed to have a return
Smaller in their returns
With these qualities, what kind of
person would invest in bonds?
Well, anyone who wants to know
exactly how much they’re getting
next month should invest in bonds.
It doesn’t matter if you’re in your
twenties or if you’re in your seventies.
If you want a stable investment — despite the lower returns — then bonds
are for you.
After all, some people just don’t
want the kind of volatility the stock
market offers. And that’s fine.

ADVANTAGES OF BONDS
You know exactly how much you’ll
get when you invest in a bond.
You can choose the amount you
want a bond for (1 year, 2 years, 5
years, etc).
Longer time periods can yield you
higher return rates.
Bonds are extremely stable, especially government bonds. The only
way you’d lose money on a government bond is if the government defaulted on its loans — and it doesn’t
do that. It just prints more money.

DISADVANTAGES OF BONDS
Because they’re so stable, the reward on an excellent bond is dramatically less than an excellent stock.
Investing in a bond also renders
your money illiquid, meaning it’s
locked away and inaccessible for a
period of time unless you’re willing to

See STOCKS page FF9

STOCKS
from page FF8
incur a big penalty to take it out
early.
Unlike stocks, bonds are hard to
buy and sell as an individual.

A NO-NONSENSE LOOK AT
INVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
When it comes to what you want
to invest in, I think both stocks and
bonds are solid investments — as
long as you do your research.
When it comes to what I think
EVERYBODY should be doing when

sistency more than chasing hot stocks
or anything else:
The two essential ways to invest
your money are straightforward:
401k: Take advantage of your
employer’s 401k plan by putting at
least enough money to collect the
employer match into it. This basically means that for every dollar you
contribute, your company will match
that (pre-tax!).
This ensures you’re taking full
advantage of what is essentially free
money from your employer. That
match is POWERFUL and can double

What are Diversified Indexed Funds?

I

t’s easy to look at the past couple
of decades and kick yourself in
the buttocks for all the investment paths not taken. What if, for instance, you had just put some money
into a little stock called Amazon.com
back in the late ’90s?
Fantasies of big payoffs often don’t
consider the downside: Most big
bets don’t pan out. The stock market
graveyard is littered with thousands
of defunct companies that took the
hopes and dreams of investors,
along with their money, down with
them.
“When you go into a very narrow
strategy, you either win big or lose
big,” says CFP professional Michael
Silver, partner at Baron Silver
Stevens Financial Advisors in Boca
Raton, Florida.

DIVERSIFICATION

your money over the course of your
working life:
Roth IRA: Like your 401k, you’re
going to want to max it out as much
as possible. The amount you are
allowed to contribute goes up occasionally. Currently you can contribute
up to $5,500 each year.
For financial security, it’s more
important than anything else to start
early. And don’t worry if you think
you’re a little late to the game. After
all, the best time to plant a tree was
20 years ago…the second best time
is NOW.

INDEXES
While some funds are actively
managed by individuals who select
the stocks and try to get you the best
return on your investment, indexed
funds are more passively managed
and because of this typically have
lower associated fees.
An indexed fund invests in a
way that closely follows a certain
financial index. Popular indexes are
the Dow Jones Industrial Average
and the S&P 500 and funds following
either of these indexes “track” to the
stock market in general. But, you
can also invest in funds that track

a sector, such as oil, technology,
finance, consumer goods, and on
and on.
Tracking can be achieved by
trying to hold all of the securities
in the index, in the same proportions as the index. Other methods
include statistically sampling the
market and holding "representative"
securities. Many index funds rely
on a computer model with little or
no human input in the decision as
to which securities to purchase and
is therefore is much more passively
managed.
Index funds are available from
many investment managers.
When investigating what fund to
purchase, look at “total return.”
That’s the return rate on your investment after fees and expenses. It includes value changes and dividends
the mutual fund pays.
The sales Charge is called "Load"
in the mutual fund industry. There
are funds called "No Load" which
have no sales charges whatever.
Some are index funds. Some are
managed funds. 

FINANCIAL FREEDOM EXPO

it comes to their investments, it’s
simple: low-cost, diversified index
funds.
Let’s look at a real world example.
Say you’re 25 years old and you
decide to invest $500/month in a lowcost, diversified index fund. If you
do that until you’re 60, how much
money do you think you’d have?
Take a look:
$1,116,612.89.
That’s right. You’d be a millionaire
after only investing a few thousand
dollars per year.
Smart investments are about con-

Diversification across investments
lowers the risk of a big loss, but it
also mitigates the likelihood of a
home run. That’s why most small
investors are better served by investing in mutual funds or ETFs. But

check, some mutual funds are more
diversified than others.
Diversified mutual funds are designed to protect an investor's assets.
Diversification can be achieved in
different ways, but could involve investing in industries or asset classes
that are non-related. In the event that
one group in which a mutual fund is
exposed to loses value, those losses
have a chance of being offset by the
other investment category.
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Investment Firm Options are Broad

T

he online brokerage industry offers a lot of options for new and
experienced investors. There is
a company for every trading style and
investing strategy.
Each brokerage firm provides a
number of investment choices, a suite
of tools and services, and sometimes
even a few pricing plans. Below is a list
of nine popular online stock brokers.
Learning about and understanding
what are the most important criteria for you as an investor, can help
you select the very best investment
company for your investment needs.
Also, before selecting a brokerage
firm, seriously consider reading online
investment company reviews from a
number of sources.

TD AMERITRADE. Combination of
high-tech and free professional grade
tools with a long history in the brokerage industry makes TD Ameritrade
a solid choice to beginner investors
as well as for experienced and active
traders. A rich selection of commission-free ETFs from 13 providers,
including Vanguard, iShares, Pimco,
PowerShares and SPDR, was ranked
by Forbes as the best for investors who
are looking for the most liquid and
lowest-cost ETFs.

FINANCIAL FREEDOM
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ALLY INVEST is a popular discount
broker, offering $4.95 equity trades
for all customers and even With no
initial deposit to open an account at
Ally Invest, anyone can start investing
with the company. The brokerage does
not charge a set-up fee and an annual
fee for IRA accounts. Ally Invest is
one of the industry's leading low-cost
brokers for self-directed investors
with a broad array of investment and
banking choices and modern trading
technologies.

FIRSTRADE REVIEW Firstrade is
a deep-discount broker that beats
everyone else in this list when it comes
to pricing. The firm charges $0 for
stock and ETF trades. Options are $0
too. Mutual funds, amazingly, are also
free to trade.
TRADESTATION REVIEW The broker
offers a low trading cost in two different pricing plans such as the per-trade
plans or the per-share plans. With its
main focus on active traders, TradeStation offers one of the best trading
platforms and cheapest per-share com-

missions to active traders

FIDELITY INVESTMENTS is one of the
larger brokerage companies in the US,
and offers advice in wealth management as well as services of a discount
broker. Fidelity provides extensive
educational materials for novice and
professional investors alike. Fidelity's
branch network has over 180 local offices. Although fees are a bit higher at
Fidelity, the massive brokerage house
offers investors their money's worth in
options, benefits, education, research
and customer service.
SCOTTRADE. TD Ameritrade announced an agreement to acquire
Scottrade. TD's purchase of Scottrade
is expected to close in the second
half of fiscal 2019. Having over 500
branches across the entire US, Scottrade combines the convenience of a
discount broker with the comfort of a
local business. They offer a wide selection of investment options, from stocks
to municipal bonds and CDs along with
$6.95 stock trades. The brokerage offers a great selection of no-load mutual
funds (2,637 to choose from) that
have no transaction fee when trading
online.
CHARLES SCHWAB. A wide selection of investment products, great
research, customer support and
in-person guidance are the strongest
advantages of Charles Schwab. Schwab
received 4 stars in the Barron's “Best
for Long-Term Investing” category this
year. The broker requires a $1,000
initial deposit to open a brokerage or
an IRA account. Great selections of
mutual funds and commission-free
ETFs are available. The cost of mutual
funds that are not on the broker's list
of commission-free funds is the highest
among major competitions.

E-TRADE is a well-established brokerage with a wide selection of investments. It charges a flat $6.95 fee for
each stock or ETF trade. Unlike TD
Ameritrade, E-Trade charges a steep
fee for its advanced trading platform.
E-Trade has 30 branches in 17 states
across the country for personalized
help and one-on-one guidance. A lot of
tools and educational content are available at the website at no cost.
USAA INVESTMENTS Review USAA Investments is a well-established brokerage designed for military members but

open to the public. The firm offers very helpful to see customers' ratonline investment company reviews
a full range of USAA self-directed
ing of a brokerage firm, and read
from a number of sources. 
investments and
wealth management services
to the general
public as well.
Learning about
and understanding what are the
most important
criteria for you
as an investor,
can help you
select the very
best investment
company for your
investment needs.
Before selecting a brokerage
firm, seriously
consider reading
online investment
company reviews
from a number of
Remember the E-Trade babies? Investing in the stock market is so simple, even a baby
sources.
can do it. Maybe the commercials were a slight exaggeration, but online trading is easy
It's usually
enough for even YOU to access this successful method for growing your wealth.

African Americans’ Trust in
The Stock Market is Growing

I

n a 1999 Wall Street Journal
article, Marilyn White, a financial
planner at Morgan Stanley Dean
Witter shared a conversation that
had surprised her. White had been
educating her clients, many of whom
were Black, on the best ways to
invest for the future.
But Ms. White wasn’t ready for
a comment she heard at one of her
seminars. A Black woman stood
up and said “I’ve always been
intimidated, fearful, to walk into a
brokerage firm, because I thought I
didn’t have enough money.”
It had never occurred to White
that people would be afraid of
investing.

CONSERVATIVE INVESTMENTS
That Walls Street Journal
story was timed to coincide with the
release of a study by Ariel Capital
Management, a Black-owned moneymanagement company in Chicago.
The survey, which followed the
investing and spending habits of
families with incomes of $50,000 and
higher, showed that Blacks had far
less invested in financial securities,
especially stocks, when compared

with Whites of similar incomes.
Blacks, the survey shows, tend
to favor much more conservative
investment vehicles, including real
estate and insurance.

ISSUE OF TRUST
The difference between Black
and White investment behavior, say
investment advisers, is mainly an
issue of trust. Trusting others to
handles one’s finances is never an
easy call, but for an ethnic group
with a rough history, putting money
into something you can’t feel and
touch can be frightening.
But others say Blacks feel more
comfortable investing in real estate
and insurance because those industries have a long history of marketing
their products to Black consumers.
“We know real-estate agents and
insurance agents and more of them
are Black. As we get to know more
investment counselors and brokers,”
investing among Black will likely
grow, said investor Carol Davis.

CHANGING PERCEPTIONS
Move forward 20 years, and
the Ariel Black Investor Survey is

showing some positive trends. The
results of their latest survey clearly
show that Black attitudes towards
the stock market are changing.
Their 2013 survey revealed Black
households were still only saving
and investing half as much per
month as White consumers, but by
2015 the survey showed that 20%
more Whites were invested in the
stock market compared to African
Americans.
Younger African Americans also
show higher incidence of market
investing than older workers and
retirees. Automatic enrollment in
company retirement plans may be
one of the reasons for this shift,
but a growing percentage of Black
households with incomes of at least
$50,000 are now looking to equities
and real estate as a primary means
of getting ahead.

THE BOTTOM LINE
In a recent article, Tyrone
Jackson wrote that the availability
of free online research and low-cost
trading has left antiquated thinking
as the only real obstacle for Black
investors. 



DO-OR-DIE,
from page FF12
tribute to an IRA, the standard
contribution limit is $5,500 for 2018.
If you’re 50 or older, you can contribute an additional $1,000 to your
IRA, for a total of $6,500.
Elective deferrals to a 401k, 457,
403b or the federal government’s
Thrift Savings Plan are capped at
$18,500 for 2018. However, people
50 and older are allowed to defer
an additional $6,000 into their
plans.

WHAT YOU CAN SAVE
It might seem difficult to jump
from no savings to the maximum
contribution level overnight, but
starting somewhere gives you a

SAVINGS WINS,
from page FF5
MONEY SAVING WIN #6:
The envelope method

CUT EXPENSES
Living within your means is
great advice for savers of any
age, but if you’re staring down
retirement and you only have a
small nest egg, you’ll have to go
one step further. Beyond simply
living within your means, you
might need to cut out some of
your “wants” or luxuries if you
plan on having a more secure
retirement.

WHAT YOU CAN SAVE
In some cases, the best way
to save on your expenses might
be to move to a less expensive
city. The more you can live
without now, the more breathing room you’re providing for
yourself in retirement.
Moving doesn’t have to be
your first step, though. Start
small and cut out $25 in entertainment expenses each month.
Over 10 years, that equals
$3,000 in savings.

INVEST
Your retirement nest egg will
last longer if you invest part of
it rather than just keeping it in a
savings account. The national
average savings account yield
as of June 4 was just 0.08

percent. With inflation running
at 2.1% per year, you’re actually
losing purchasing power by
keeping all your money in cash
or savings.

WHAT YOU CAN SAVE
No matter how conservative
an investor you are, to get your
money to last throughout your
retirement, you’ll need some
exposure to growth investments
like stocks. Earning even 5%
on a $10,000 portfolio over
10 years would result in about
$6,300 of additional funds at
retirement.

SELL POSSESSIONS
You’ve likely acquired assets
over your life that carry value,
so ask yourself what purpose
those assets now serve. For
example, if you have an art
collection or a classic car that
are mainly just conversation
pieces, they could be extremely
valuable if you sell them and
put that money toward your
retirement. The right geeky collectible could make you millions.
Other, more mundane items can
also be sources of cash.

WHAT YOU CAN SAVE
For example, if you have an
old CD or DVD collection, you
might be surprised at how much

money you could raise selling
them online. The same goes for
furniture you no longer need or
use, or other household items.
Even just a few thousand
dollars in sales can help you
get closer to $150,000 in overall
retirement savings.
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ACCESS THE VALUE OF YOUR HOME
Home ownership is often
overlooked when it comes
to retirement savings, even
though it represents a big part
of many Americans’ financial
picture. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, the nation’s
homeownership rate was 64.2
% as of the 2018 first quarter.
With the median home value
reaching $215,600 as of May
2018 according to Zillow, many
American families actually do
have the assets to help them
get through retirement. There
are at least three ways you can
tap the money tied up in your
home while still having a place
to live?
This Story of

Do-or-Die Retirement Ideas
continues on our website.

www.communityvoiceks.com

Click Lifestyles/personal finance
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MONEY SAVING WIN #7:
Use sub-savings accounts

Sub-savings accounts are some of
my favorite ways to save money for
any purchase.
These are accounts that you can
create along with your normal subsavings account — but dedicate them
to specific purchases.
That means:
Putting money away towards your
savings goals
Saving cash when you automate your
finances
I remember when I first found
sub-savings accounts, it was like the
heavens opened up and “Hallelujah”
started playing. I made one and named
it “Down Payment” so I could save for
a down payment on a house.
Over the months, the money I saved
in the account grew bigger and bigger
and I felt really proud of that.
While I did this, a buddy of mine
was also saving — BUT he was just
putting away cash blindly into an account he hadn’t dedicated to anything.
Though we might have had the same
amount saved away, the difference
between us psychologically was staggering. Where he felt despair about
trying to save money, I was motivated.
Eventually, my friend did open up
his own sub-savings account. He told
me that doing so changed his entire
perspective on saving money for the
better.
Go to your bank’s website and open
up a sub-savings account. You can
even name it to reflect whatever it is
you’re saving up for.
Once you do that, be sure to automate your finances so you’re passively
putting money into it each month. 

or $85,000 in total if you’re 10
years away from retirement.

FINANCIAL FREEDOM

The envelope system is a great way
to be more conscious about your
spending.
It works by putting physical cash
for all your monthly expenses (e.g.,
gas, going out, shopping) into dedicated envelopes.
For example, you might have an
envelope for “Restaurants,” so every
time you go out to eat you’ll take
money from it to spend. Once you’ve
used all the money in the envelope,
you’re finished for the month!
This method is flexible in terms of
being able to dip into other envelopes
if there’s an emergency. However,
there’ll be less money to spend for the
month on that category of expenses.
You don’t need to use physical
envelopes either. One of my friends
who started tracking her spending a
while back had a great system: She
set up a separate bank account with a
debit card.
At the beginning of each month,
she transferred around $200 in it. So
when she goes out, she spends that
money. And when it’s gone, it’s gone.
It’s a fantastic system that helps her be
conscious of what she spends.
Whatever system you decide to use,
you just need to make sure to decide
how much you’re willing to spend in
each category (and that’s all up to you).

base to build on for the future. For
example, if you start contributing
5% of your salary into a retirement
plan, try to increase that amount in
small increments on a quarterly or
even monthly basis. If you bump up
your contributions by 1% month, for
example, you might not even notice
the difference from one month to
the next. But by the end of the year
you’ll have increased your contribution rate from 5 percent of your
income to 17%, at which point your
retirement savings will really start
to accelerate.
To help you stick with your plan,
set up automatic deductions from
your paycheck or bank account. If
you can reach that 17% savings
level and you earn $50,000 per
year, you’ll be tucking away $8,500
per year in your retirement plan,
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Nothing Saved? Here’s Your
Do-or-Die Retirement Plan

Are

YOU
loo ki n g f or
the

•Tenyearsisenoughtimetostashawayasizablenestegg.

I

B est
LOAN
R ate s
in Tow n ?

Come see
A n gi e & t he M o n e y Te a m

at G re at P l a i n s Fe d eral Cre d i t U n i on

.
.

3100 E. Central in Wichita 316-684-1500
West of Hillside on Central Hours: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. M-F
Or visit one of our branches in Salina, Abilene, McPherson or Joplin.

Check us out at GreatPlainsFCU.com.

f you’re concerned that you
don’t have enough money
saved for retirement yet,
you’re not alone. More than 42
percent of Americans have less
than $10,000 saved for retirement, according to a GOBankingRates survey.
Although this might give
you some solace, it won’t help
you reach the approximately
$150,000 in savings that the
average mid-60s retiree has.
The good news is, with the right
roadmap you can still put away
a decent sum of money to help
you get by in your later years —
even if you’re already approaching retirement age. Sacrificing
a bit now can pay big dividends
when it comes to saving for the
future.

TAKE ON A SIDE JOB
There has never been a better time to take on a side job as
a freelancer. The so-called “gig
economy” might sound trendy,

but the economics underlying
this working revolution seem
to be here to stay. The gig
economy includes everything
from consulting and contracting
to temping, freelancing, selfemployment, side jobs and ondemand workers. Government
economists estimate that by
2020, about 40% percent of the
U.S. workforce will be laboring
outside of traditional full-time
jobs. If you can pull in just $500
extra per month for 10 years
before you retire, that’s another
$60,000 toward your retirement.

INCREASE YOUR RETIREMENT PLAN
CONTRIBUTIONS
The U.S. government understands the need for older
Americans to increase their
retirement savings, so it allows
“catch-up” contributions to the
retirement accounts of those
ages 50 or older: If you con-

See DO-OR-DIE, page FF11
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Financial Freedom

Empowerment
Expo & Workshops
Saturday, April 27

Join us for

Pathway to

Prosperi y

11:30a.m. - 3:30p.m.

Free Event • Open to the Public

Urban Prep. Academy
2821 E. 24th St.

• Free credit reports • Prizes
• 14 workshop sessions to choose from
• Info for all ages -- 0 to 100+
• Get professional advice • Vendors
KS Treasurer’s Office – Unclaimed Money Search

Old Mueller Elementary

•Keynote Presenter
Vercie Lark, multimillionaire and author of
“Make it Rain: Increase Your Wealth and Financial Security”

Sponsors
THE Community

VOICE

2019

Vercie Lark

Partial List of Workshops
LEARN in our 45 min. sessions • Protecting What’s Yours” While Building “His, Hers, & Ours”
• Social Security: Calculate Benefits and Optimize Claims • Starting an Emergency Savings
Account • Build and Protect Your Credit Like A Pro • Late Life Legal and Financial Issues
• Pursuing Home Ownership • Tips on Being a Success in Rental Housing Business • Your
Business ~ Your Hustle: Getting the Word Out with Confidence • Protecting Yourself from
Fraud & Scams and many more.

